BARGAIN MUSIC

CLOSEOUT BARGAIN MUSIC

Items in this online catalog are in limited supply and are no longer listed in our print catalogs, so this may be your last chance to purchase them.

Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Blues - R&B - Reggae: 29
- Christian - Gospel: 33
- Classical - Opera: 36
- Country & Western - Bluegrass: 17
- Holiday CDs & DVDs: 33
- Jazz - Big Bands: 20
- Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway: 34
- New Age - Nature - Relaxation: 13
- Oldies - Easy Listening: 4
- Rock - Pop: 2
- World - Folk: 14
CD CHUCK BERRY: Alive & Rockin' The musical giant who helped give birth to rock and roll, Berry is celebrated with 16 of his must-have classics: Sweet Little Sixteen; Rock 'n' Roll Music; In the Wee Hours; Johnny B. Goode; Maybellene; Memphis Tennessee; Roll over Beethoven; Vacation Jailatin.

$4.95

CD ROY ORBISON: At the Rock House A legend of vintage rock guitar delivers 12 tracks: This Kind of Love; Devil Doll; You're My Baby; Trying to Get to You; It's Too Late; Rock House; You're Gonna Cry; I'm Dreaming of You; (I Can't Help Myself) Fever; and more. Javelin.

$4.95

CD CARLY SIMON: Greatest Hits 1990-2000 Collects five classic albums from the music legend, including Carly Simon; Anticipation; No Secrets; Hotcakes; and Playing Possum, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

$21.95

CD MEAT LOAF: Icon Eleven tracks capture Meat Loaf's distinctive flair for the dramatic and singular impact on the hard rock genre. Relive I'd Do Anything for Love (But I Won't Do That); Rock and Roll Dreams Come Through for the Red (I Gotta Life); Out of the Frying Pan (and Into the Fire); and more.

$6.62938

CD TED NUGENT: Shuttup & Jam! The country rocker takes no prisoners in his 2014 album, unleashing 13 tracks including the title track, Fear Itself, Everything Matters; She's Gone; Never Stop Believing; I Love My BBQ; Throttledown; Screaming Eagles; Semper Fi; Trample the Weak Frontiers Records.

$5.95

CD QUEENSRYCHE: Greatest Hits A compilation of this metal band's best songs, including Queen of the Reich; The Lady Wore Black; Warning; Walk in the Shadows; Someone Else?: Sign of the Times; Eyes of a Stranger; and more. Sixteen tracks; Capitol Records.

$9.95

CD ADAM & THE ANTS: Prince Charming Collects ten tracks from the British rock band. Songs include Stand and Deliver; Prince Charming; Scorpios; Five Guns West; That Ain't Nothin'; High Club; Ant Rap; Mowhok; X.X.; and Picasso Visita El Planetas Los Simios. Also includes as a bonus six and writing tapes. Sony Music.

$9.95

CD BOB CREWE: The Complete Elektra Recordings Two albums from a musical great who was stolen from us far too early. First is The Bob Crewe Generation's unique and obscure concept album, Street Talk (eight tracks with four bonus tracks). Then it's Bob Crewe's 1977 solo effort, Motivation, joining the title track, plus five more bonus cuts. Two CDs. Real Gone Music, Pub. at $25.98

CD BOB CREWE: The Complete Elektra Recordings Two albums from a musical great who was stolen from us far too early. First is The Bob Crewe Generation's unique and obscure concept album, Street Talk (eight tracks with four bonus tracks). Then it's Bob Crewe's 1977 solo effort, Motivation, joining the title track, plus five more bonus cuts. Two CDs. Real Gone Music, Pub. at $25.98

CD SOUTH SIDE JOHNNY AND THE ASBURY JOKES: Live at the Roxy 2003 Two albums from this preeminent band: The Fever; The Remastered Epic Recordings Drawn from the first three albums issued on Epic Records in 1976, 1977 and 1978. It features 44 tracks including I Don't Want to Go Home; Get to Get You Off My Mind; The Fever; Without Love; Little Girl so Fine; First Night; Sweeter Than Honey; Little By Little; When You Dance; and more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music, Pub. at $24.98

$17.95

CD THE BYRDS: The Broadcast Archive Three CDs in one box collect notable Byrds radio transmission recordings: Sunshine States (performances in Rome and Baton Rouge); Electric Ladyland 1951 (a performance in New York City); and Lee Jeans Living Rock Concert 1959 (performances in California). Includes live renditions of all the hits, from Turn! Turn! Turn! to Eight Miles High. Sonic Boom, Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD THE CRICKETS STORY This two-CD collection of forty-six hits compiles the Crickets' complete releases from 1957-1962. Tracks include That'll Be the Day; Maybe Baby; Send Me Some Lovin'; I Fought the Law; Just This Once; Willie and the Hand Jive; and many more. Not Now Music.

$7.95

CD FRANK ZAPPA: The Growfist A selection of tracks from Frank Zappa's most famous albums: Shut Up 'n Play Yer Guitar; and more. Elektra.

$7.95

CD THUNDERSTONE: Greatest Hits 1993-2001 The Finnish rock band's best tracks, including Get Under the Knife; Hate to Love You; and more. Sony Music.

CD ROCK IN THE COUNTRY: The Ultimate Collection The ultimate collection of country music's all-time greatest hits. Includes 12 tracks: The Country Roads; Good Vibrations; and more. Columbia."
CD THE BEST OF THE BAY CITY ROLLERS: Give a Little Love
Overnight they became a teen sensation and scored numerous hit singles as this collection confirms. Among the 26 tracks included here are hit songs such as Give a Little Love; Saturday Night; Rock and Roll Love Letter; and many more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99

Item # 6861253

$14.95

Together with Graham Parker, Graham Parker gave two shows at the Rockpalast and this two-CD set presents both live performances. Among the 34 tracks you’ll find: Heal; Treatman; Howling Wind; Staple;ization; No more Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6799396

$11.95

CD BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Get Out of Denver
Recorded live from Ebbet’s Field in Denver, Colorado, this 1974 performance features live renditions of Ramblin’ Gambler; Man; Heavy Music; Rosalie; and more, including covers of Van Morrison, Tina Turner, and Chuck Berry standards. Fourteen tracks in all. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6749364

$11.95

CD BLUE OYSTER CULT: Imagines
This 1988 concept album/rock opera is the most unusual project of the Blue Oyster Cult name. The nine tracks include I Am the One You Warned Me Of; Les Invincibles; In the Presence of Buddha; World; Del Rio’ Song; The Siege and Inventorship of Baron Von Frankenstein’s Castle at Weisseria; Astronomy; Maga of Illusion; and Imagines. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98

Item # 6848230

$12.95

The complete A and B sides of Richard’s UK singles from the era, plus selected tracks from his EPs during these years, including Livin’ Doll; Please Don’t Tease; I Love You; The Young Ones; The Next Time; Travellin’ Light; Bachelor Boy; Do You Want to Dance?; Twenty Flight Rock; Choppin’ ‘n Chargin’; Lessons in Love; and more. Sixty one tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Item # 6886965

$9.95

CD CLYDE STACY: Hoy Hoy
Twenty-two rockabilly classics by the performer known for creating the “Tulsa Sound,” including Dream Boy; Night Flight; Hoy Hoy; Honky Tonk Hardwood Floor; Summertime Blues; I Sure Do Love You; Baby; Live and Learn; I’ll Try; You’re Satisfied; Return to Me; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.90

Item # 6749429

PRICE CUT to $6.95

CD KISS: Fresno Broadcast 1979
These 13 tracks are taken from a live radio broadcast recorded at the Salland Arena in Fresno, California in 1979, featuring a host of their ‘70s classics and an early stage of the Night Time World; Let Me Go; Rock N Roll; I Was Made for Lovin’ You; God of Thunder; Black Diamond; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6799436

$11.95

CD HARVEY MANDEL: Live at Broadcast Studios, San Francisco, June 21, 2001
One of the most distinctive and innovative guitarists of the past 50 years, this incredible performance collects 10 tracks: Before Six; Blues Shuffle; Blues; Christo Redentor; Emerald Triangle; Experimental Song; Midnight Sun; The Bud Monster; The Snake; and Wade in the Water. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6896499

$11.95

CD SANDY & THE WILD WOMBATS: Devoted to Rock n Roll
Sandy & the Wild Wombats keep the rockabilly tradition alive with this their third album from 2017. Includes: Wild Night; I Gotta Move; Lady; Hey-Hey-Hey; Cure Your Ill; Shivers; Keep Doing; Devoted; Miss Your Face; Play It Cool; Ridin’ Rockabilly; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99

Item # 6821031

$6.95

CD BO BIDDELL: The 20th Anniversary of Rock “n” Roll
A blues and rock legend collaborates with Alvin Lee, Joe Cocker, Roger McGuinn, Billy Joel, Keith Moon, Brian May, and many more for this 1976 release, presented here with bonus tracks. Nine tracks in all: Ride the Water (Parts 1 & 2); Not Fade Away; Kill My Body; Drag On; Mona; Emily; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $16.99

Item # 6802796

$9.95

CD R.E.M.: All the Way to the End
Features a live FM broadcast from The Roncalli in Cologne, Germany, 2001, with R.E.M. playing some of their biggest hits from across their career. Seventeen tracks include The Great Beyond; What’s the Frequency, Kenneth? Cuyahoga; Daysleeper; The One I Love; So; Central Rain; and more. Goldon Rain. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6938825

$11.95

CD PEARL JAM: Transmission Impossible
This collection of 48 tracks illustrates perfectly the extraordinary power of a live FM broadcast performance of Pearl Jam’s performance at the Virginia Tech in 2000, early stage of their career. Tracks include Release; Even Flow; State of Love and Trust; Black; and more broadcast the Alamo Theater, Las Vegas; and more. 3 CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

Item # 6799434

$14.95

CD CHICAGO: The Kentucky Derby Broadcast live from Freedom Hall in 1974. Chicago entertains in 13 tracks, including Call on Me, Saturday in the Park; Beginning to Save; To Be Free; (I’ve Been) Searchin’ for So Long; Feeling Stronger Everyday; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6674151

$11.95

CD DIO: Bronco Bowl, Dallas 1990
This classic Dallas, Texas broadcast from 1990 features eight of Dio’s hard rock hits, performed live before an electrified audience. Throw up your devil horns for Lock up the Wolves; Don’t Talk to Strangers; Holy Diver; We Rock; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

Item # 6688206

$11.95

CD BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Spirit of Radio Head back to The Boss’s beginnings with legendary broadcasts from the early 1970s. Springsteen performs in Boston and Philadelphia, delivering multiple live renditions of Spirit in the Night and Does This Bus Stop at 82nd Street?, plus other favorites like Thundercrack and Born to Run. Three CDs. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $19.99

Item # 6795749

$14.95

CD HALL & OATES: Ultrasonic Studios 1973
The legendary pop-rock duo performs live at Ultrasonic Studios in Hampstead, New York, offering renditions of If I Can Dream, Pain in Philadelphia; I’m Just a Kid (Don’t Treat Me Like a Man); Laughing Boy; Had I Known You Better Then; Lady Rain; and more. Good Ship

Item # 6883773

$6.95

CD BILLY FURY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection thirty of the English singer-songwriter’s hits including Hailway to Paradise; Angel Face; Don’t Worry, You’re Having the Last Dance with Me; Sleepless Nights; Let’s Paint the Town; Running Around; and more. 3 CDs. Bear Family Records.

Item # 6648819

$4.95

CD PEARL JAM: Transmission Impossible
This collection of 48 tracks illustrates perfectly the extraordinary power of a live FM broadcast performance of Pearl Jam’s performance at the Virginia Tech in 2000, early stage of their career. Tracks include Release; Even Flow; State of Love and Trust; Black; and more broadcast the Alamo Theater, Las Vegas; and more. 3 CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

Item # 6799434

$14.95
Still Rolling Stones; and more. Sugar Coated Love; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD JOHN HIATT:** Ottawa Broadcast 1988 This CD features 14 songs, including hits from Hiatt’s two most successful albums. Tracks include: Memphis in the Meantime; Drive South; If I’ll Come to You; Thing Called Love; Have a Little Faith in Me; Alone in the Dark; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD CHICAGO:** Live at the Greek 1978 The legendary rock group is in Los Angeles with this 1978 concert, treating a crowd of roaring fans to 16 tracks. Includes Feelin’ Stronger Every Day; Hot Streets; Ain’t It Time; Beginnings; Inner Struggles of a Man; If You Leave Me Now; Alive Again; Free; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD FREDDY FENDER:** Secret Love This collection of mostly live performances by the popular singer-songwriter mixes his '70s hits with covers in a range of genres and styles. Twenty-two tracks include The Rain’s Came; Secret Love; Walking Piece of Heaven; I Got a Woman; Memtras; Sugar Coated Love; and more. AMC Music Ltd.

**DVD BAND DU LAC:** One Night Only Live Wide-screen. Filmed at the historic Wintershall Estate in Surrey, England, this concert brings together a group of rock legends under the musical direction of Procol Harum’s Gary Brooker to perform many of their best loved tracks. Guest performers include Eric Clapton, Ringo Starr, Katie Melua, The Drifters, and more. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $14.98

**CD PAT TRAVERS:** Live at Rockpalast–Cologne 1976 Marking the big European breakthrough for this young Canadian rocker, this concert performance puts a live spin on 11 tracks. Both the CD and the DVD feature As My Life Flies; Stop and Smile; Hooked on Music; Feelin’ Right; Need Love; You Don’t Love Me; Statesboro Blues; Boom Boom; and more. MGM Music. Pub. at $22.99

**CD TWISTIN’ USA:** Compiled and annotated by Stuart Colman, this two CD set explores pop, R&B and rock n’ roll, to offer 50 twists on The Twist. Includes songs by Fats Domino; Chuck Berry; Little Richard; Muddy Waters; The Ventures; The Shirelles; Isley Brothers; Carl Perkins, The Marvelettes, and many more. Fantastic Voyage.

**CD ROLLERWORLD:** The Bay City Rollers Live at The Budokan, Tokyo 1977 The ‘70s rockers entertain a screaming crowd of thousands with 16 of their hits. Includes live renditions of It’s a Game; Yesterday’s Hero; Don’t Stop the Music; Eagles Fly; You Win Again; and It’ll Be by Jerry Lee Lewis; and Blue Suede Shoes; Honey Don’t; and Your True Love by Carl Perkins; and much more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music.

**CD THE KINGS OF ROCK N’ ROLL:** My Kind of Music Forty hits by three of the top Rock ‘n’ Roll artists of the period include Only the Lonely; Crying; Candy Man; and Love Hurts. Includes Great Balls of Fire; You Win Again; and It’ll Be by Jerry Lee Lewis; and Blue Suede Shoes; Honey Don’t; and Your True Love by Carl Perkins; and much more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music.

**CD HAYNES DAD:** Ultimate Guide to Rock MI II Haynes, the company known for their meticulous engineering manuals, now displays their prowess for rocking out, presenting 40 of rock’s best on two CDs. Includes explosive hits from Boston, Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper, Santana, REO Speedwagon, Quiet Riot, Cheap Trick and more. Sony Music.

**CD YOUNG NEIL:** Under Review 1976-2006 Fullscreen. This is a documentary film reviewing the music and career of one of the finest songwriters and most significant artists of the rock age, during the second half of his career. Includes musical performances of Neil Young and obscure footage, rare interviews and seldom seen photographs. 79 minutes.

**CD HITS PARADE 1953** Hit the dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all original artist recordings! Includes Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Rags to Riches by Tony Bennett; Pretend by Nat “King” Cole; That’s Amore by Dean Martin; Bye Bye Blues by Les Paul and Mary Ford, and more. Dynamite.
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD MARGARET WHITING & JIMMY WALKER: Till We Meet Again** Together, vocalists Margaret Whiting and Jimmy Walker created a magic that captured the American spirit during the postwar years. These 32 tracks collect their duets, as well as some solo performances, on standards like "Till We Meet Again," "Foot's Paradise," "Wooding Bells," and more. Jasmine Records.

Item #6690106  
$5.95

**CD HARD TO GET: The Challenge Story Creation** Scatman Crothers and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

Item #6642098  
$5.95

**CD AMERICAN HEARTBEAT 1956** Fifty tracks come straight from the heart of classic American music. Includes "Fave On By Buddy Holly; "Splash Splash" by Bobby Darin; "Return to Sender" by Elvis Presley; "Lover, Lover;" "Burning Bridges;" "My True Love;" "Goodbye Baby;" "Cry, Cry, Cry;" and more. Three bonus tracks. Flare Records.

Item #6642098  
$5.95

**CD HERE’S DENNIS DAY** Two classic albums from America’s favorite Irish tenor—all on one CD! Here’s Dennis Day offers 12 tracks like "Lost in the Stars" and "Wagon Wheels." Then, it’s the 10 tracks of Dennis Day at the Hollywood Moulin Rouge, from Look to the Rainbow to Sinner Man. Includes Perry Como and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

Item #6642098  
$5.95

**CD THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Love Songs, Vol. 3** Romance abounds in 14 tracks, as the breathtaking mastery of the Royal Philharmonic reveals several timeless love melodies: "Cavatina;" "Speak Softly Love;" "Lara’s Theme;" "Music of the Night;" "Take a Look at Love;" and more. Acclaim.

Item #5923166  
$4.95

**CD NEIL SEDAKA: Oh! Carol A** grandfather of pop reminds us of his myriad talents with 13 classics, including "(I’m a Song) Sing Me; Standing on the Inside;" "Laughter in the Rain;" "Oh! Carol;" "Hey Little Devil;" "Sweet Sixteen;" "Calendar Girl;" "New York City Blues;" "Love Will Keep Us Digimode Entertainment;" and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

Item #5908058  
$4.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF JACK SCOTT** An early rocker who mixed the sounds of country, rockabilly and gospel, Jack Scott’s style is captured in these 50 vintage recordings. Includes "What in the World’s Come Over You;" "Lover;" "Burning Bridges;" "My True Love;" "Goodbye Baby;" "Cry, Cry, Cry;" and Crazy Heart and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

Item #584205X  
$7.95


Item #5879051  
$4.95

**CD DEFINITIVE AMERICANA** The 50 tracks showcased here each offer their own riches and rewards as representatives of Americana in its many forms. Featuring music from Pete Seeger; Woody Guthrie; Johnny Cash; Cisco Houston; John Lee Hooker; Lead Belly; Mahalia Jackson; B.B. King; and many more. Not Now Music.

Item #6758312  
$3.95

**CD DON’T DO IT: The Smash Records Story** Collected from the label’s output between 1961 and 1962, these 50 tracks include some of Smash’s best: "What You Bet By The Champs;" "Busy by Chuck Sedacka;" "Just Because by Joe Barry;" "Too Late by The Dreams;" "Della by Lee Hazlewood;" "Ain’t Nobody’s Fault by CD. One Day Music.

Item #6689949  
$3.95

**CD DUANE EDWARD: One, 000,000.00 Worth of Twang** This compilation pulls together 26 tracks on two CDs plus eight bonus tracks featuring his most legendary instrumental recordings, including "Rebel Rouser; Forty Miles of Bad Road;" "Cannonball;" "Movin’ n’ Grovin’;" and Pepe. Not Now Music.

Item #6758339  
$7.95

**CD JACKIE DE SHANNON: You Won’t Forget Me** Arguably the first female artist of ’50s and ’60s pop to write and record her own material, DeShannon is celebrated in this double-disc collection of 30 greats. You Won’t Forget Me; Heaven Is Being with You; Just Like in the Movies; I’ll Be True; I’ll Drown in My Own Tears; and more. Not Now Music.

Item #6627692  
$7.95

**DVD A TRIBUTE TO EDITH PIAF: Live at Montreux 2004** widescreen. Six international artists, accompanied by a jazz quartet led by pianist Baptiste Troglion, paid homage to Edith Piaf at 2004’s Montreux Jazz Festival. Highlighting her many playful musical stylings, this 17-track program features Angélique Kidjo, Michael Von der Heide, Catherine Ringer, and others performing a number of Piaf essentials. 79 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. Pub. at $14.98

Item #570701X  
$4.95

**CD RUNNING SCARED: The Monument Records Story** 60s music fans. Monument Records is synonymous with one name: Roy Orbison. In this 40-track showcase, he delivers several of his best, joined by more of the label’s lesser-known stars including Paul Clayton, Billy Grammer; Jerry Byrd, Grandpa Jones, The Velvets, and others. Two CDs. One Day Music.

Item #6690319  
$3.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF JAN & DEAN** A lively performer that many consider to be the forerunner to rock ‘n roll, Ray’s talent is on full display in 50 original recordings. Two CDs include hits like "Just Walking in the Rain;" "The Little White Cloud That Cried;" "Such a Night;" Yes, Tonight Josephine and more. One Day Music.

Item #663088  
$7.95

**CD MARIO LANZA: Poetry and Passion** A compilation that showcases the famously versatile tenor in all of the genres in which he excelled; opera, operetta, musical theater, Neapolitan song, and popular song. Twenty-three tracks include Earthbound; "The Song Angels Sing; Younger ThanAny Time;" "Un Tal Gioco;" "Only a Rose and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #679940X  
$9.95

**CD ELVIS AT THE HAYRIDE** Elvis Presley spent eighteen months at the "Louisiana Hayride," a setting that launched many careers, including Hank Williams and Kitty Wells, and was broadcast on radio station KWKH. This set sees Elvis on such tunes as "Blue Moon of Kentucky;" "That’s All Right;" " whole world a little more;" and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

Item #6690106  
$5.95
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD SIXTIES GIRLS** Collects 60 original recordings on three CDs featuring Think of Me by Nancy Sinatra; The Point of No Return by Diana Dors; I Smiled Yesterday by Dionne Warwick; Nothing But Brigitte Bardot; School Bells Are Ringing by Carole King; and many more. Now Not Much. **$11.95**

**CD JILL COREY: Love Me to Pieces** Nearly 60 tracks collect the singles by this well-liked singing starlet. Includes Rose of Ca. of; Minnesota; Do You Know What Lips Are For?; Should I Tell; Where Are You?; I'm Not All In Love; That's All I Need; Cry Me a River; Wait for Tomorrow; Big Daddy; Dream Boy; and more. Two CDs. **$7.95**

**CD LIGHTS OUT: The Dore Records Story** A luminous 60 track collection of Dore label recordings from 1958 to 1962. This three CD set includes Lights Out by Johnny Day, Baby Talk by Jan & Dean; Boogie Woogie Feeling by Tony Canasao; To Know Him Is to Love Him by The Toffee Bears; and many more. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD ANTHONY NEWLEY: Do You Mind?** A British star who found success in both the film (most notably as Artful Dodger in David Lean's Oliver Twist) and music world. Newly is featured in 28 original recordings, including Why?: Personality; Strawberry Fair; and What Kind of Fool Am I? Delta Leisure Group. **$5.95**

**CD THE CHORDETTES: The Story** Offers 18 treasured classics by the female vocal group, including massive hits like Mister Sandman; Lollipop; Just Between You and Me; Born to Be With You; and Eddie My Love. Also includes a CD-ROM with a biography, photo gallery, and discography of these cherished starlets. EMI Plus. **$4.95**

**CD THE VERY BEST OF GUY MITCHELL** Just before the birth of rock ‘n roll, the music industry saw a great demand for novelty songs and sentimental ballads. The answer was Guy Mitchell—a heartthrob star who offers his 50 best songs here: Heartaches by Number; Chick-A-Boom; You're Just in Love; with Rosemary Clooney; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD UK RECORD LABEL DEBUT HITS: The First Decade 1952-61** Assembles the debut hits for every record label featured in the ten first years of the UK’s record industry. Singles. Songs include In the Vicinity of Immidree by Bing Crosby; (How Much Is) That Doggie in the Window by Patti Page; I Believe by Frankie Laine; Twilight Time by The Platters; fish out of water by Nancy Sinatra; and more. Forty-two tracks on 2 CDs. Acróbat. **$16.95**

**CD TIME FOR JUDY CANOVA: The Rare Recordings 1928-1962** Twenty-seven tracks illuminate a little-known corner of this versatile southern singer’s career. Her wondrous skills are captured in songs like The Frog Went a-Courtin’; Hannah My Love; St. Louis Blues; Goodnight Soldier; A Tiny Little Voice; You Stole My Heart; I Ain’t Got Nobody; and more. Sepia. **$9.95**

**CD THE FABULOUS MAE WEST AND OTHER WOWDERFUL GIRLS** One of the most distinctive voices in Golden Age Hollywood; Mae West. Collects ten other stars from Connie Russell to Georgia Carr to Gloria Wood in a collection of 30 glorious hits. West performs I'm in the Mood for Love; All of Me; Frankie and Johnny and more, while the other girls give us hits like Don't Do It; My Kinda Love; and Daddy, Daddy, Daddy. Sepia. **$13.99**

**CD BANANA SPLIT FOR MY BABY** Collects 33 tracks from the good old summertime, including Summer’s Coming by Ronnie Dawson; I Don’t Care if the Sun Don’t Shine by Curtis Johnson; Volare by Dean Martin; Splish Splash by Bobby Darin; La Bamba by Ritchie Valens; Sunday With My Father; and many more. Bear Family Productions. **$12.99**

**CD Lenny Dee Down South** Includes the entirety of Dee’s two albums along with six bonus tracks. Songs include Around the World; Love Is Here to Stay; Lover, Come Back to Me; Georgia on My Mind; Moon over Miami; Alabamy Bound; Never on Sunday; Mississippi Mud; Everybody Loves a Lover; It’s All in the Game; and more. Sepia. **$13.99**

**CD MITCH MILLER: The Definitive Collection** This collection of 38 tracks draws all of the Sing Along albums as well as several non-album singles. Songs include The Yellow Rose of Texas; Meet Mister Callaghan; Without My Lover; The Bonnie Blue Flag; It’s Only a Paper Moon; That Old Gang of Mine. By the Light of the Silvery Moon; The Gums of Navarre; and many more. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. **$21.98**

**CD ANNA MARIA, DEANNA, GLORIA, JANE** Twenty-eight tracks assemble classic songs and rare recordings by four of Hollywood’s foremost sopranos: Anna Maria Alberghetti, Dianna Dorbin, Gloria Jean, and Jane Powell. These solo recordings include Ave Maria; A Little Bit of Heaven; Rolling Down the Road; Love Makes the World Go Round; and more. Faire Records. **$16.95**

**CD THE HOLLIES: Original Album Series** The English pop group bring their distinctive vocal harmonies to five classic albums. Includes all of Stay with the Hollies; The Hollies’ Female Voice Collections; Would You Believe?, and For Certain Because... Each is packaged in a cardboard sleeve reproducing the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group. **$21.95**

**CD JENIS PAIGE: Let’s Fall in Love** Paige’s classic album of 12 tracks is joined by bonus tracks featuring performances from The Pajama Game; Silk Stockings; and The Dinah Shore Chevy Show. Includes I Hadn’t Anyone Till You; Am I in Love?; My Baby Cares for Me; My Romance; Why Can’t I?; I’m Not at All in Love; and more. Faire Records. **$18.95**

**CD THE VERY BEST OF MAURY WILDE** A true pioneer British rock ‘n’ roller, Wilde will forever be remembered for his hits of the ‘50s. This two CD set collects 40 original recordings, including A Teenager in Love; Endless Sleep; Rubber Ball; Johnny Rocco; Sea of Love; Donna; Bad Boy; and many more. One Day Music. **$3.95**
**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD SINGING THE BLUES WITH CONNIE BOSWELL**
Twenty-eight blues essentials are given new life by Boswell's luminous vocals. Begin the Beguine; I Know What It Means to Be Lonesome; Someone Stole My Darlin'; Swingin' the Blues; You Need Some Lovin'; Someday Sweetheart;

$9.95

Item #590662

**CD TONY BENNETT: The Best of the Improv Recordings**
Compiles every record that appeared in the Billboard Hot 100 during 1959, including those which have never been released before. A fascinating and entertaining potpourri of pop, featuring hits by the Big Bands, by the Boys; Don't Cry, Mama; and more. Jazzy Music. Pub. at $24.95

$5.95

Item #864345X

**CD SHYNNY GALE: Wheel of Fortune**

$17.95

Item #5796520

**CD JANE MORGAN: At the Cocoanut Grove/Serenades the Victors**
Morgan's love of the French language is showcased in Cocoanut Grove/Serenades the Victors. Twenty-eight blues essentials are given new life by Boswell's luminous vocals. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

Item #960814

**CD DIAHANN CARROLL: Easy to Love**
Carroll was also a talented vocalist. Fifty tracks include: I See a Star (12 tracks); and others. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

$9.95

Item #6642249

**CD PERRY COMO – IF I COULD BE WITH YOU**
Contains: Standards & Rarities, Volume 2. Over two hours of Como classics on two CDs! Pub. at $20.99

$6.95

Item #6627052

**CD THE DEMARCO SISTERS:**
The hit vocal quintet brings their smooth five part harmonies to 29 classic tracks: It's Been a Long Time; Christmas CDs in Love; Come Rain or Come Shine; Treasure of Love; And Long As You Believe Me; Remember (with Tony Martin); and more. Flare Records.

$3.95

Item #6605044

**CD JO STAFFORD: It Had to Be You**
Includes 26 never before released selections performed by Jo Stafford during her 1950-1951 on the CBS Radio network's Carrol's Contention Hour. A Includes It Had to Be You; When My Sugar Walks Down the Street; Ain't Misbehavin'; Little Girl Blue; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

$9.95

Item #6717659

**CD GLORIA DE HAVEN SINGS**
Gloria De Haven's hits from the 1940s and '50s are included. Twenty-eight blues essentials are given new life by Boswell's luminous vocals. Pub. at $13.99

$9.95

Item #8785527

**CD WINK MARTINDALE: Big Bad John & Deck of Cards**
Draws from two separate Martindale collections. The title track joins Melody of Love; Peace in the Valley; The Shifting Whispering Sands; I'm Movin' On; Make Him Happy; I Never See; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

$9.95

Item #8738885

**CD AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1959, VOLUME 10**
Collects every record that appeared in the Billboard Hot 100 during 1959, including those which have never been released before. A Includes It Had to Be You; When My Sugar Walks Down the Street; Ain't Misbehavin'; Little Girl Blue; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

$9.95

Item #6717599

**CD PEOPLE IN LOVE; DON'T BLAME ME; FAVORITES LIKE...**
Selected from Warren's career. Their most popular hits are collected from several of Warren's enchanting albums, featuring favorites like Hey There; Lucky Now People in Love; Love Me; Come Again or Come Shine; Treasure of Love; And Long As You Believe Me; Remember (with Tony Martin); and more. Flare Records.

$3.95

Item #676505X

**CD AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS 1942 Eighty-five tracks comprise every record that appeared in the Best Sellers Top 10 during the year of 1942, including notable tracks like Glenn Miller's popular Chattanooga Choo Choo and Dinah Shore's timeless Dearly Beloved, plus other favorites from Concord.

$9.95

Item #9638262

**CD GREAT DRUMS AT SUN**
At last, great drummers get the recognition they deserve with 28 classic and rare Sun recordings. Discos of masters like J.M. Van Eaton (Lovin' Up a Storm by Jerry Lewis); Johnny Bernero (I Forgot to Remember to Forget by Elvis Presley); W.S. Holland (Mann); and others. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

$6.95

Item #8656249

**CD AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS, VOLUME 6 1955**
The favorites that defined a nation—and a generation! Twenty-five tracks in clude: I See a Star (12 tracks); and others. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99

$3.95

Item #6624264

**CD ADAM & THE ANTHEM**
Amidst a torrent of relevance, this collection is a chance for artists to leave a lasting impression. Pub. at $29.99

$9.95

Item #6604730

**CD VARIOUS ARTISTS**
Twenty-five tracks include: I See a Star (12 tracks); and others. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99

$3.95

Item #6628952
**CD SUZAN REED**
Accompanying herself on harp or zither, Susan sings 19 gentle melodies: Black Is the Color; The Old Woman, I’m Sorry and I’m Sorry; Don’t Ya Wonder; Greek Green; Give Away From My Window; A Mighty Ship: Barbara Allen; Zelma; The Soldier and the Gentleman.

Item #5990890 $2.95

**CD THE MAGIC OF JO STAFFORD**
Twenty top performances, including Doin’ My Best Things in Life Are Free; On the Sunny Side of the Street; Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best Friend; The Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; The Platters; A Fool Such As I by Elvis Presley; Lipstick on Your Collar by the Early Years.

Item #5961199 $4.95

**CD TERRY SNYDER AND THE ALL STARS: Unique Percussion/Gentle Purr-cussion**
Dubbed “The King of Recorded Sound,” Snyder delivers rhythm drumming brilliance with two records from the early ‘60s. The first 12 tracks make up Unique Percussion, with numbers like Puttin’ on the Ritz and Once in a While. The last 12 compile Gentle Purr-cussion, including Turkish Taffy and C’est Si Bon.

Item #6621406 $2.95

**CD BILLY DANIELS AT THE STARDUST/YOU GO TO MY HEAD**
Twenty-six tracks capture two sides of Daniels: the consummate night club entertainer, and the straight-ahead vocalist. Includes Who’s Sorry Now?; I Got It Bad; The Beat Generation; I’ve A Tendency to Fall In Love; It’s Delovely; You’re My Baby; and Brook Benton, and many more. Fantastic Voyage.

Item #6620825 $4.95

**CD BOBBY DARIN: Original Album Series**
Five complete classic albums from the legendary Bobby Darin, including Darin at the Copa; For Teenagers Only; Two of a Kind; Love Swings; and Twist with Bobby Darin. Each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs, Rhino.

Item #6837417 $21.95

**CD BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1956**
Assembles 40 original artist recordings that topped the UK charts in 1956, including 13 number one records. The memories will flood back with Seventeen Tons by Tennessee Ernie Ford; The Ballad by Davy Crockett; Bill Hayes; I’ll Be Home by Pat Boone; Woman in Love by Frankie Laine; and more. Two CDs.

Item #5933102 $3.95

**CD AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1953, VOLUME 4**
Relive a year in great music with 25 classics that took America by storm! Includes The Doggone in the Window by Patti Page; No Other Love by Perry Como; I Believe by Frankie Laine; Pretend by Nat King Cole; That’s Amore by Dean Martin; Rags to Riches by Tony Bennett; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99.

Item #5933099 $3.95

**CD BERRY GORDY: Motor City Roots**
Compiles 25 songs, productions and performances by Gordy and other greats that helped establish Motown Records, the most famous record label in history. Includes songs featuring Jackie Wilson, Al Kent, The Fiddletones; The Solitaires; The Miracles; The Five Royales; and countless other musical greats. One Day Music.

Item #593991K $4.95

**CD PETULA CLARK & JOE MR. PIANO/HENDERSON: Partners in Music**
In the first 20 tracks, Petula Clark delights with golden favorites like Walking Backwards; It Had to Be You; Autumn Leaves: Somebody; and Mighty Like a Rose. Then, Joe “Mr. Piano” Henderson wraps things up with eight ivory-tickling treasuries like Sour Tinkle; Bye Bye Blues; Smiles; and First Theme. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

Item #6620841 $4.95

**CD MAGIC SAM AKA RON THOMPSON: ‘Just Pickin’**
The fantastic blues slide guitar of Ron Thompson is featured on 18 fret-burning instrumentalms: Bullet Blues; Gangster Blues; Rockin’ and Rollin’ Blues; Funky G Street; Shakin’ and Shoutin’; Texas Special; E. Street Boogie; and more. Acrobat.

Item #6890071 $4.95

**CD POLLY BERGEN: The Early Years**
Discover the roots of a legendary performer in this rare 26-track assembly, including Honky Tonk; I Got Toodle; Apple on a Pear Tree; No One Else Will Ever Know; Autumn Leaves; The Way You Look Tonight; Little Girl Blue; The Wayward Wind; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

Item #5900638 $9.95

**CD DOROTHY PROVINE OH YOU KIDS/JOE FINGERS CARR AND HIS SWINGIN’ STRUNG BAND!**
The dapper and vivacious piano player Joe “Fingers” Carr is at the center of two wonderful albums, brought together on one disc. He backs Dorothy Provine on Oh You Kids!, 12 medleys combining several golden greats. He joins his Swingin’ String Band for the next 12 tracks, from Blue Tango to Mary Lou. Finishing the album are four bonus tracks featuring Joe and Dorothy performing solo. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

Item #5900663 $9.95

**CD JUST FOR A DAY: The Apollo Records Story**

Item #682733E $5.95

**CD PEGGY LEE: The Wonderful**
Recorded between 1941 and 1945, these 17 tracks comprise some of Peggy Lee’s earliest recordings with the bands of Benny Goodman and Dave Barbour. Includes Why Don’t You Do Right; That Old Feeling; Let’s Do It (Let’s Fall In Love); Blues in the Night; We’ll Meet Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

Item #593494X $5.95

**CD IT TAKES TWO: Dynamic Duos of the Rock & Roll Era**
Collects 75 tracks of 75 duos hailing from the British Isles, Europe and America, who all had their moment in the spotlight. This three CD set includes hits from Bobby Rydell and Chubby Checker, The Everly Brothers, Ike and Tina Turner, Bing Crosby and Grace Kelly, Pat Boone, the Beach Boys, Dina Washington and Brook Benton, and many more. Fantastic Voyage.

Item #6824358 $9.95
**CD AMERICAN DREAM: A Slice of 50s Americana** Fabulous favorites from the original artists representing a slice of 50s Americana. Tracks include Johnny & The Hurricanes; Bill Haley & His Comets; You’re Sixteen by Johnny Burnette; Bony Morone by The Coasters; and many more. Leisure Group. Item #58640125 $9.95

**CD CLIFF RICHARD: Rock ‘n’ Roll!** Rock out to 38 original Cliff Richard favorites, harking back to the dawn of rock ‘n’ roll music. Studio highlights like Move It! Blue Suede Shoes, and many more. Delta. Item #586471X $17.95

**CD BONNIE GUITAR: By the Fireside** Presents 15 previously unissued recordings by the Bonnie Guitar favorite, including I Couldn’t Believe It Was True; I’m So Lonesome; I Could Cry; If Raindrops Were Kisses; Honeycomb; Down by the Riverside; Singing the Blues; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Go Back You Fool, and more. Item #586741X $3.95

**CD ROSEMARY CLOONEY & PEREZ TRADRO: A TOUCH OF TABASCO PLUS!** The Velvet Lounge Two towering performers come together to make something entirely new. Twelve tracks make up the entirety of A Touch of Tabasco, featuring numbers like Mack the Knife and I Only Have Eyes for You. The entertainment continues with two bonus tracks that offer a rare glimpse into a recording session. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 Item #5900039 $9.95

**CD LOVE: Popular Lovesongs** Duets Romance triumphs in 14 swelling duets: Unchained Melody by The Righteous Brothers; You’re Having My Baby by Paul Anka & Odia Coates; All I Have to Do is Dream by The Everly Brothers; My Endless Love (Live) by Tom Jones & Dionne Warwick; and many more. EMI Plus. Item #5900654 $9.95

**CD JOHN LEE HOOKER: Rock with Me** Ten rare tracks by the early rock icon, including the full recording (18 minutes) of the brooding I Was Born. Also includes Baby Baby; Crawling King Snake; Dazie-Mae; Goin’ to California; Hard Times; Hobo Blues; I Feel Good; Rock with Me; and Sally Mae. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95 Item #5900604 $9.95

**CD ROHONDA FLEMING SINGS JUST FOR YOU** Fleming performs an intense selection of 13 tracks including Around the World in 80 Days; They Can’t Take That Away from Me; and a Gershwin medley. Then, nine additional tracks join her with Jane Russell, Connie Haines and Beryl Davis. Give Me That Old Time Religion; Cold Rain; 42nd Street and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 Item #5900671 $17.95

**CD EDIE ADAMS: There’s So Much More** There’s So Much More. Songs: *Care No More; Dew Drop Inn; collection, featuring Little Richard* Jazz, funk, blues and rock are featured by Ackerman, Bando: California I’m Coming; *Summer; Cheek to Cheek; The Haymes performs* and many more. EMI Plus. Item #5897722X $4.95

**CD HILDEGARDE: Entering Music** The Broadway icon shows us why she was billed as “The incomparable Hildegarde” in an assembly of 26 classics. When I’m With You; The Touch of Your Lips; Goodnight My Love; The Blue Room; You Made Me Love You; Leave Us Face It; Sidewalks of New York; The Gypsy; Ask Your Heart; Wunderbar; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 Item #5900031 $9.95

**CD DICK HAYMES: The Name’s Haymes!** Arranged and composed by Maury Andrews featuring Cy Coleman at the piano, this nostalgic collection offers up 24 tracks, with Haymes performing the top of his game. Haymes performs The Long Hot Summer; Cheek to Cheek; The Riviera; Lonesome and Sony; As Young as You Feel; C’est Fini; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 Item #586121 $6.95

**CD THE LITTLE RICHARD BAND: California I’m Comin’** Jazz, funk, blues and rock are fused into one 12-track collection, featuring Little Richard in performances of 1970s classics. Includes Try to Help Your Brother; Iron Horse; People Don’t Care No More; Drop Dead Inn; and many more. EMI Plus. Item #5896087 $4.95

**CD THE ROOTS OF MOD** The essence of a generation in 54 tracks, including Wake in the Water by The Sunset Four Jubilee Singers; I’m A Man by Bo Diddley; I Love the Life I Live by Muddy Waters; Everybody Loves a Lover by Doris Day; Bettered Popcorn by The Supremes; What’s it Say by Ray Charles; and more. Two CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5897222 $4.95

**CD THE CRICKETS: Still in Style For the first time, all the surviving vocal tracks made between the departure of Buddy Holly and the end of The Crickets’ contract with Coral are brought together in one collection. Twenty-three tracks include Someone, Someone; Love’s Made a Fool of You; I Fought the Law; A Sweet Love; Time Will Tell; Great Balls of Fire; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 Item #5900717 $9.95

**CD DICK TODD: You Can’t Brush Me Off** Todd croons his way through 25 essentials. There’s a Far Away Look in Your Eye; You’re the Only Star in My Blue Heaven; Little Red Hot; I Can’t Get You Out of My Mind; At a Little Hot Dog Stand; I’m Building a Sailboat of Dreams; I Get Along Without You Very Well; Blue Orchids; and more. Delta Leisure Group. Item #664015X $3.95

**CD ORIGINAL ANGELS** One of 2016’s most interesting albums is Fallen Angels by Bob Dylan, on which he interprets classic songs in his own distinct style. Collected here are three original versions of those landmark songs, as performed by Frank Sinatra, Billie Holiday, Ray Charles and more. Twenty-four tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5853346 $2.95

**CD CHARLIE FEATHERS: Rock-a-Billy** A definitive collection of rare and unissued recordings from between 1954 and 1973, including Bottle to the Baby; So Ashamed; Honky Tonk Kind; Frankie and Johnny; Defrost Your Heart; Runnin’ Around; I’ve Been Deceived; Corinne, Corinna; Defrost Your Heart; Wild, Wild Party; Folsom Prison Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 Item #5934060 $17.95

**CD MELODY TIME WITH THE ANDREWS SISTERS** The beloved vocal trio performs in 28 tracks: The Welcome Song, My Dearest Uncle Sam; Lovely Night; Only for Americans; All the World to Me; Gotta Find Somebody to Love; Dreams Come Tumbling Down; Why?; There’s a Rainbow in the Valley; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 Item #584573 $4.95

**CD MELONY TIME WITH THE ANDREWS SISTERS** The beloved vocal trio performs in 28 tracks: The Welcome Song, My Dearest Uncle Sam; Lovely Night; Only for Americans; All the World to Me; Gotta Find Somebody to Love; Dreams Come Tumbling Down; Why?; There’s a Rainbow in the Valley; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 Item #584573 $4.95
**CD JOHNNY WORTH: His Complete Embassy Singles, 1958-60**
Comprises every track the influential singer-songwriter recorded for Embassy from 1958 to 1960, including his own top 40 hits and four tracks he wrote for Adam Faith. Thirty-eight classics include Splish Splash; Chandelier Lace; By the Light of the Silvery Moon; Sea of Love; Pretty Blue Eyes; Someone Else’s Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5623541 - $2.95

**DVD BARBARA DICKSON: In Concert at the Royal Albert Hall**
This DVD/Cd set captures Dickson as she performs a selection of her best loved tracks in front of a sell-out crowd at the Royal Albert Hall in 1987. As well as her stunning live performance, the DVD features a conversation between Barbara and John Sachs. 55 minutes. Wintersword. Pub. at $19.99

Item #3603598 - $4.95

**CD ELLA MAE MORSE: The Morse Code**
A star on the R&B and pop charts, Morse offers 50 classics, including her first hit, Shoo Shoo Baby. Also includes The Blacksmith with Pig Patch; Petie; Money Honey; Cow-Cow Boogie; It’s Raining Tears from My Eyes; Greyhound; The Guy Who Wasn’t There; Summertime Blues; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5900492 - $6.95

**CD THE GOLDEN YEARS OF GRACIE FIELDS**
The last studio album recorded by the extraordinary doyenne of the British and international entertainment landscape, available on CD for the first time. Twenty tracks like Say You; Young at Heart; Softly Love; The Woodpecker Song; On a Clear Day; I’ll See You Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5934796 - $9.95

**CD CONNIE FRANCIS: The Complete US & UK Singles & Bs, 1955-62**
Offers a complete collection of Connie Francis’s single releases through the primary years of her chart career, including the ten releases before her debut hit. In an incredible 85 track set, listeners get a thorough overview of her entire career, celebrated on both sides of the Atlantic. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

Item #5733888 - $11.95

**CD 1959 BRITISH HIT PARADE, VOLUME 8, PART 2**
Comprises every record that entered the UK chart from July 1959 to December 1959 in chronological order of entry. Get a nostalgic look at a great moment in music with hits by Perry Como, Frankie Vaughan, Buddy Holly; Pat Boone, Johnny Mathis, Fats Domino, The Kingston Trio and more. Over 100 tracks on four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

Item #5934613 - $6.95

**CD JOSEPHINE BAKER: A Centenary Tribute**
The dazzling icon shows us why she’s earned such renown in 27 tracks including Pretty Little Baby; Love is a Dreamer; Sans Amour; Parir Sur un Bateau Tout Blanc; Sur Deux Noirs; You’re the Greatest Love; J’ai Deux Amours; Dans Mon Village; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #590782X - $3.95

**CD JOE MEEK: The Lost Recordings**
Celebrate the groundbreaking work of the influential British producer and songwriter in more than two hours of timeless material. Includes his work with such performers as Betty Miller, Eric Delaney Band, Annie Shelton, Les Paul & Mary Ford, Mike Preston, and more. Fifty tracks on 2 CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99

Item #5565854 - $9.95

**CD WIGGLE WOBBLE: The Les Cooper Collection**
More than 40 wobegon gems from Les Cooper’s musical collaborations, many of them also featuring Bobby Dunn. Includes a career-jumping set of recordings from The Empires; The Charts; Les Cooper & The Soul Rockers; Bobby Dunn with Les Cooper & The Soul Rockers; and more. Jasmine Records.

Item #6605303 - $5.95

**CD BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1953**
A nostalgic two-disc set collecting forty Top Ten hits of 1953. Includes Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes; It’s Raining Tears from My Eyes; The Last Time; Pretend by Nat King Cole; Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Muriel Smith; Kiss by Dean Martin; Draggin’ by Ray Anthony; Don’t Pass Me By by Dolly Parton; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

Item #592295X - $5.95

**CD THE DU DROPPERS: Boot ‘em Up**
Formed from various group in 1952, the Du-Dropers bring together gospel, doo-wop, and rock ’n’ roll styles in one unique sound. Presented here are 23 of their essentials, including I Wanna Know; How Much Longer; Don’t Pass Me By; Drink Up; Chat Me Baby, and Get Lost. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Item #5917336 - $4.95

**CD SCOTT WALKER: The Early Years**
EIGHTEEN tracks cover the heartthrob’s roots. The Livin’ End; Good for Nothing; Charley Brown; All I Do Is Dream of You; Bluebeard’s Papar Doll; The Golden Rule; Sunday; Comin’ Home; I Don’t Wanna Know; Too Young to Know; Sing Boy Sing; Me; I Love This Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5906205 - $4.95

**CD MUSIC LESSONS WITH THE ANDREWS SISTERS**
The chart-topping trio share their inimitable talents with us in 25 classics, joined by collaborators like Patti Andrews, Red Foley, and Bing Crosby. Includes A Rainy Night in Rio; On the Avenue; Some Sunny Day; The Telephone I Take; Music Lessons; and more.

Item #590059X - $4.95

**CD JOHNNIE RAY: The Singles Collection A & B 1951–61**
This comprehensive 109-track anthology collects a decade of Ray’s single releases in the U.S. and U.K., including more than 40 chart hits. Four CDs include favorites like Such a Night; Just Walkin’ in the Rain; Yes; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

Item #6700799 - $9.95

**CD DOROTHY SQUIRES–THE SINGING VOICE OF BRITAIN’S GREATEST HITS 1936-1949**
Home 1936-1949 With a unique vocal “attack” and evocative delivery, Dorothy Squires recorded an original. This box set pays tribute to the performer, remastering all her commercial recordings from her 1936 debut until the end of the 1940s. Sixty-eight tracks in total. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

Item #5942810 - $6.95

**CD SCIENTERLY YOURS, JO STAFFORD**
Thirty tracks feature memorable collaborations with Tex Williams, Gordon McRae, Frankie Laine and others. Tracks include Blue Moon; Sweet and Low; Dancing on the Ceiling; I Cover the Waterfront and more. Disc also includes Hollywood like Nice Work If You Can Get It. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

Item #5900484 - $9.95

**CD THE BIG HITS OF YESTERDAY**
Relive the classics of your youth. Thirty tracks include Sad Movies by The Lennon Sisters; Look for a Star by Garry Mills; Summer Kisses; Winter Tears by Elvis Presley; Turn Around, Look at Me by Glen Campbell; Crying in the Rain by The Everly Brothers; Love Me with All Your Heart by The Ames Brothers; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5900255 - $6.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

CD ALAN DALE SINGS Chinese music. Includes: All Of Me; Rainbow Gal; Here In My Heart; My Thrill; I'm Sorry; Moonlight And Roses; Rockabye Old MacDonald; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.99

CD PERRY COMO: Juke Box Baby Thirty jive box gems from a household name of 1940s and 50s. In addition to the title track, Como croons Kewpie Doll; Moon Talk; Just Born To Be Your Baby; Tina Marie; Bella Bella Sue; Glendora; Love Makes The World Go 'Round; Catch A Falling Star; Your Eyes; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.95

CD LONDON AMERICAN DOO WOP: 1953-1961 Collects 40 classics recorded by London American, the label that brought doo wop across the Atlantic. Includes: Sixteen Candles by The Crests; Love Potion No. 9 by The Clovers; Mister Lonely by The Videls; Blue Velvet by The Statues; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99

CD READY, SET, GO WITH PATTI PAGE A voice you know and love delivers a batch of 26 memorable tracks. The title track joins What Every Woman Knows; I've Got Some Forgetting To Do; Don't Help Lovin' That Man; There's a Man in My Life; All My Love Belongs To You; So In Love; You, You, You (with Vic Damone); and more. Sea. Pub. at $13.99

CD BETTY MADIGAN: Am I Blue?/The Jerome Kern Songbook Underrated and on-so-appealing, Madigan performs a spectacular collection of 29 tracks; Am I Blue?; I Get Along Without You Very Well; Please Be Kind; Trouble Is My Middle Name; The Song Is You; The Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; A Fine Romance; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Always Love You; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

CD CHUCK BERRY ROCKS Rediscover the sound that proved the way for all of rock 'n' roll. Berry shows us why he's a household name with 32 of his best, including Maybellene; You Can't Catch Me; Roll Over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Johnny B. Goode; Reelin' and Rockin'; Let It Rock; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

CD CHUCK BERRY ROCKS Rediscover the sound that proved the way for all of rock 'n' roll. Berry shows us why he's a household name with 32 of his best, including Maybellene; You Can't Catch Me; Roll Over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Johnny B. Goode; Reelin' and Rockin'; Let It Rock; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

CD CARL BUTLER & THE WEBSTER BROTHERS: I Wouldn't Change You If I Could This 30-track assembly highlights a forgotten country musician who has undeservedly languished in obscurity for too long. Tracks include That's All Right, I'll Go Steppin'; Too Much Of A Good Thing; I'm Just Lonesome For Someone; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

CD STARS FOR A SUMMER NIGHT: All Star Festival Some of the greatest names in music feature in one jam-packed collection. Forty-five tracks include: Tuxedo Junction; I Just Called To Say I Love You; Sing A Song; The Last Time; Waiting For The Robert Johnson; I Want To Be A Soldier; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

CD FOREVER LOVE Jazz legends perform 25 romantic favorites including That's Amore (That's Love) by Dean Martin; When I Fall In Love by Nat King Cole; Bewitched by Doris Day; There They Eyes by Billie Holiday; Because Of You by Tony Bennett; Someone To Watch Over Me by Ella Fitzgerald; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $39.99

CD PARADE, VOLUME 6, PART 2 Nearly 100 tracks comprise every record that entered the UK chart from January 6th, 1957 to December 26th, 1957, including Valley Of Tears by Fats Domino; Bye Bye Love by Everly Brothers; Diana; by Paul Anka; My Personal Possession by Nat King Cole; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

CD EYE OF THE STORM: Instrumental Sounds of Nature Enjoy a night of pure relaxation with instrumental tracks that carry soothing sounds of mother nature, just having subsided after the fury of a storm. The result is a soothing atmosphere that remains thrumming with electric energy. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99


CD REST WELL: Music Designed for a Better Sleep This nighttime soundtrack is designed to help your body and mind relax and rest well. Ten tracks include titles like Nocturnal Retreat; Drifting Off; Absolute Relaxation; Lost in Dreams; and Gentle Awakening; and Feeling Restored. Mood Media. Pub. at $9.95

CD WILDFLOWERS A delightful mix of piano melodies and the natural sounds of the meadow and forest make these 14 tracks an ideal addition to your daily recharge. Includes tracks like Nature's Path; Fragile Beauty; The Speckled Meadow; In Full Bloom and more. Somerset. Pub. at $3.95

CD 1957 BRITISH HIT PARADE, VOLUME 6, PART 2 Ninety tracks comprise every record that entered the UK chart from July 6th, 1957 to December 26th, 1957, including Valley Of Tears by Fats Domino; Bye Bye Love by Everly Brothers; Diana; by Paul Anka; My Personal Possession by Nat King Cole; Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

CD BEATLES 14 Original 1962 hits by the Fab Four. Includes: I'll Be Back; She's A Woman; Ticket To Ride; Can't Buy Me Love; A Hard Day's Night; I Feel Fine; Crying In The Rain; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99

CD SOLO MONTEREY: Volume 2 A collection of 23 tracks recorded in Monterey during the '60s. Tracks include: Somethin' Else; This Month; Two Or Three Times A Day; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

CD HITS 1958 A selection of 30 tracks that grace the UK number one chart. Includes: I Felt A Love; There Goes My Baby; Right; I'll Go Steppin'; For No One; I'll Wait For You; I Don't Want To Talk About It; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

DVD AQUARIUM RELAXATION
Gorgeous underwater footage blends with a relaxing smooth jazz-influenced soundtrack to create a sublimely relaxing program. Just sit back and enjoy the underwater serenity. 42 minutes. DVD Visual. Pub. at $7.95
Item #5854253 $7.95

CD THE UNWIND & RENEW COLLECTION
Unwind from your day and find rejuvenation for tomorrow with this two-CD set. Find pure relaxation with Disc One, combining piano, guitar, drums and more for 10 tracks. Then, discover new energy and focus with Disc Two, featuring 10 more tracks on violin, viola, cello, and guitar. Lifescapes.
$3.95
Item #5989345

CD ELEMENTS: The Summer Breeze
Enchanting and uplifting music is seasoned with airy vocal textures, whispering winds and a mix of flutes, guitars, and percussion. Includes a six-track DVD of equally tranquil summer footage to accompany the music. BCI Eclipse.
$4.95
Item #5967961

CD PEACEFUL TRANQUILITY
Sooth your soul with the refreshing melodies of guitar combined with the relaxing sounds of nature. Thirty tracks lure you into a tropical getaway, including titles like Sunset Reflections; Harmony; Northern Solitude; Northern Lights; and more. Two CDs. Allegro.
$4.95
Item #5707838

CD SONG OF THE WHALES: Instrumental Sounds of Nature
Symbalizing serenity, grace, and joy, whales will uplift your spirit with their breathtaking natural sounds. Enjoy the purity of whales at sea with this lush nature soundscape CD. Acrobat.
$4.95
Item #593137X

CD BEST OF WILDLIFE
Six exhilarating soundscapes highlight many of the planet’s most amazing species and habitats. Includes Jungle Voices (lions, elephants, wildbeest and more); Whales; Wolves; Frogs; Dolphins; and Antarctica (with penguins and seals). Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99
$7.95
Item #6585914

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

CD ELEMENTS: Milano Overtures
Experience Milano, home of La Scala Opera House and the birthplace of many of Italy’s most famous composers, in this CD and DVD set of masterful classical music. Includes an eight-track CD with compositions by Rossini and Verdi, and a seven-chapter DVD that BCI Eclipse.
$4.95
Item #5967937

CD JOURNEY OF THE WHALES: Instrumental Sounds of Nature
The therapeutically soothing sounds of whales in their natural habitat inspire serenity, grace and joy with this uplifting relaxation program. Let the stress of the day melt away as you enjoy one of nature’s most graceful animals. Acrobat.
$4.95
Item #5921312

CD KAISER SCHULZE: Vanilla of Sounds
This 2017 release presents four mesmerizing extended tracks from the noted drummer turned electronic musician. Vanilla of Sounds; Sacred Romance; The Wings of String; and From Words to Silence. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99
$4.95
Item #6802826

CD WHALE WHISPERERS, LION ROARS: Channelled Meditations from Whales and the Sacred White Lions
By Madelene Walker. With original music by Jerome O’Connell, the four meditations on this CD offer great wisdom from the sacred white lions. The intriguing messages were channelled from animals wishing to empower human beings. Over one hour. Finthorn. Pub. at $14.95
$4.95
Item #6874029

CD BEST OF WILDLIFE
Six exhilarating soundscapes highlight many of the planet’s most amazing species and habitats. Includes Jungle Voices (lions, elephants, wildbeest and more); Whales; Wolves; Frogs; Dolphins; and Antarctica (with penguins and seals). Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99
$9.95
Item #6537677

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

CD PAN PIPES--NANCY & PHIL TOBIAS PLAY THE HITS
Timeless melodies find new life in the voice of this beloved instrument. Fifteen tracks include renditions of Bridge Over Troubled Water; How Deep Is Your Love?; The Long and Winding Road; Don’t Cry for Me Argentina; and many others.
$2.95
Item #6909767

CD GENTLE WAVES: Nature’s Rhythms
Discover nature’s pure harmony with the soothing, gentle sounds of ocean waves crashing to shore. Includes two extended tracks: Rhythm of the Waves and Walk on the Beach. Allegro.
$3.95
Item #6833335

CD MUSIC FOR HEALTHY LIVING
Unwind, relax, and sleep soundly with this harmony of nature and music, scientifically designed using the principles of body rhythm entrainment. Nine tracks include Inner Sea; Unwinding Stream; Velvet Rain; Senna Sky; Blue Horizon; Eternal Wave; Light of the Moon; Celestial Glow; and Water Voices. Somerset. Pub. at $15.98
$3.95
Item #6668088

CD CAYMAN ISLAND ESCAPE
Enjoy a refreshing retreat to Cayman Island with 12 island favorites: Spanish Harlem; Kingston Town; Red Red Wine; Yellow Bird; Silky Smooth Sand; On the Island; Don’t Drink Da Rum; Paradise Cove; Magic Waters; Sweet Coconut Milk; Conch Chowder; and Bahamas Cafe. Lifescapes.
$5.95
Item #5633687

World - Folk

CD BEST OF NATURE
Enjoy the best that nature has to offer, from the serenity of the sea to the raw excitement of a fierce thunderstorm, the lush vibrancy of a rainforest to the crystalline quiet of an ice cave. Six tracks in all. Global Journey. Pub. at $9.99
$7.95
Item #6585908

CD TRADITIONAL IRISH PUB SONGS: 24 Classic Songs!
Twenty-four tracks include: Dirty Old Town; I’ll Tell Me Ma; Maid Behind the Bar; Inniskillen Dragon; Mountain Mae; Paddle Me Own Canoe; Quare Bangle Rye; Spanish Lady; The Cobbler; Master McGarth; You Couldn’t Have Come at a Better Time; Lannigan’s Ball; Steal Away; Seven Drunken Nights; and many others. TGG.
$3.95
Item #5820077

CD AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of Legends
A snapshot of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul & Mary; the first four LPs by Burl Ives; two LPs by The Kingston Trio; and the first four albums by the Brothers Four. These masterworks join the next generation they inspired on 10 CDs, featuring classics from House of the Rising Sun to Lemon Tree. Intense.
$24.95
Item #5791832

CD AMERICAN FOLK ANTHOLOGY
Fifty classics from our greatest folk legends. These are the artists and songs that define the American story. We Shall Not Be Moved by Pete Seeger; This Land Is Your Land by Woody Guthrie; Midnight Special by Leadbelly; and more from Burl Ives, Ramblin’ Jack Elliott, Odetta and others. Three CDs. Not Now Music.
$7.95
Item #682734X
### World - Folk

**CD PROTEST SONGS:** Fifty rousing tracks serve as the soundtrack to resistance. Includes iconic anthems like *Where Have All the Flowers Gone?* by Pete Seeger; *This Land Is Your Land* by Woody Guthrie; *When Do I Get to Be Called a Man* by Bill Bronzey; *Am I Gonna Study War No More by* Woody Guthrie. Item #6642667. $7.95

**ROD YOUNG:** Retailing and working the streets of London. Item #6588047. $9.95

**TIBETAN SOUL:** Eight soothing Tibetan melodies designed to relax, rejuvenate, and calm the spirit. Featuring *Zangdok Pelri*; *Vibrant Life*; *Kirtan*; *Sacred Peace*. Item #5989271. $9.95

**AT THE PUB:** Join the fun of a night at the pub with two CDs of joyous vocal and instrumental renditions of traditional Celtic favorites. Thirty tracks include *Whiskey, You’re the Devil*; *Black Velvet Band*; *The Juice of the Barley*; *Ode to Billy Joe*. Item #6682758. $11.95

**JACQUES BREL:** *C’est Comme Ça* collects three original albums—*with bonus tracks*. French icon of the chanson. Nearly forty songs in all, it comprises the entire of Jacques Brel et ses Chansons: Guand on n’a que l’amour; and Au Printemps, with songs from *La Haine* to *Voici*. Item #6604611. $11.95

**NEIL SEDAKA:** *Hits Around the World* The international recording star, composer and arranger displays all his hit-making talents with 30 tracks, including *Breaking Up Is Hard To Do*; *The Diary of a Madman*; *Gotta Little Devil*; and *King of Clowns*. Item #6659968. $11.95

**THE INTERNATIONAL SOUND MACHINE PRESENTS A POLKA & WALZ TRIBUTE TO FRANK YANKOVIC:** In 24 tracks, an international orchestra honors one of polka’s most influential greats. Includes *Yankovic’s Carol Ann Medley*; *Frankie’s Romance Medley*; *Beloved, Be Faithful*; *Just Because*, *Tick Rock Medley*; *Linda’s Lullaby*; *Over 3 Hills*; *Squeeze Box Polka*. Item #6722359. $11.95

**BOB DYLAN:** *Woodstock* 1994 Twelve tracks capture one of the most iconic performances from Woodstock’s 1964 revival. Includes renditions of *Jokerman*; *Just Like a Woman*; *All Along the Watchtower*; *Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right*; *God Knows, I Shall Be Released*; Highway 61 Revisited. Item #6742764. $17.95

**VIVA BRAZIL!** The music of Brazil, like its football, is full of style and exuberance, guaranteed to bring sunshine into the grayest of days. Item #6768894. $11.95
**World - Folk**

**CD PAUL SIMON:** Kodachrome at the Tokyo Dome

Recorded live in Japan, this 1991 performance features Simon at his best in 14 tracks: Kodachrome; Born in the USA; America; and more. Good. Item #6673937

$11.95

**CD SANDY BULL: Fantasias for Guitar and Banjo**

Bull’s 1963 debut album that weaves together folk, jazz, blues, classical, gospel, and even a bit of electric rock ‘n’ roll. Five tracks include: Blind; California Burana Fantasy; Non Nobis Domine; Lile Magpie; and Gospel Tune. Rare. Gone Music. Item #6848303

$11.95

**CD SIREN SONGS OF THE SOUTH SEAS**

Paul Gaugin gives us 11 tracks of music from the tropical isles, including Fata Tamaiali E ("My Son"); E Noho Ana Vau ("Tropical Isle"); Kahaia ("Return Sweetheart"); Vou Peka Peka Inapao ("What Was the Matter Last Night"); and E Ruau Ma ("Old Folk"); and more. Legacy. Item #5998105

$4.95

**CD CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS MODERN ITALIAN HITS**

The beloved Italian-American songstress performs 27 Italian hits: Al Di La; Italian; English Version); Il Cielo In Una Stanza; Quando, Quando, Quando; Lungo Italiano; Addio, Addio; Luna Caprese (Italian Version); Un Bacio; and more. Sepia. Item #5796490

$11.95

**CD COMEDIAN HARMONY**

They were elegant, versatile, and retrospectively considered to be Germany’s first “boy group.” Singing in a close-harmony style that’s modeled on traditions of minstrelsy and vaudeville, they are revived in this 24-track set of their best recorded songs (most of them sung in German). Delta Leisure Group. Item #6640141

$9.95

**CD ENAYA: I'm Still Gonna Sing**

Enaya’s melodic, melody-rich vocals are filled with duets and sentimental love songs from the 1950s. Item #6549305

$2.95

**CD SLOVENIA, Slovenian Music Made in America**

This 3-CD set celebrates the Slovenian immigrant culture, showcasing and remastering an assortment of traditional Slovenian music as recorded and performed on American soil. Includes full sets by the Chapin Brothers; Benjy and Mary Udovitch & Josephine Lausche. Fifty-nine tracks on 3 CDs. JSP Records. Item #6631460

$17.95

---

**World - Folk**

**CD MELANIE HARROLD AKA JOANNA CARLIN: The Complete '70s Albums**

Featuring Harold under both of her musical monikers, this two-album set captures his progression from folk roots to a more modern electric folk-rock sound. Includes the entirety of Harold's two albums, plus 26 tracks from Dancing in the Dark to Let’s Spend the Night Together. Two CDs. Acrobat. Item #5933145

$16.95

**CD CLIVE HARVEY: Flamenco Guitar**

Harvey applies the flamenco sound to 15 tracks, including evocative original works and famous covers of classics like House of the Rising Sun; Uncain My Heart; and Hotel California. Other recordings include Flamenco Sun; Homeward; and more. Sepia. Item #6620930

$9.95

**CD THE BEST OF JIMMY ROSELLI: Magnificent Collection**

This 3-CD set celebrates 12 beautifully sung Italian ballads, including Mala Femmena; Anema E Cora; Guaglione; and more. M&R Records. Item #686172X

$11.95

**CD PORGY & BESS: Rendered by Daniel Kobialka**

Kobialka offers original renditions of 15 Porgy & Bess folk opera classics, casting new light on timeless melodies in fresh and inventive ways. Includes his take on Jasko Brown Blues; Summertime; A Woman Is a Sometime Thing; and more. LiSem Enterprises. Item #6539627

$12.99

**CD SOPHIE AMOURO, I'm So Happy**

A captivating album by this talented French singer-songwriter. Item #6634811

$17.95

**CD CHAPIN MUSIC: The Chapin Brothers - Fourteen tracks**

by the ‘60s folk rock trio: Baby Let Me Walk With You; The Rain Comes Down When Do You Find Time to Breathe; Someone Keeps Callin’ My Name; Thinking of Tonight; Ground Hog; Foolish Games; Another Man; Come Back Strong; Blood Water; and more. Proscenium Records. Item #6631460

$17.99

---

**World - Folk**

**CD UKRAINIAN & LEMKO STRING BANDS IN AMERICA**

Ukrainian music was able to flourish in immigrant America, giving it a unique identity and role in western culture. Here are nearly 100 vintage tracks recorded on American soil, carrying on the Ukrainian musical tradition. At $26.99

$21.95

**CD INTERNATIONAL CONNIE FRANCIS**

Francis sings in German, Swedish, Italian, and more in 26 tracks. Includes international takes on songs like Mr. Twister (Monsieur Twister) and Don’t Break the Heart That Loves You (Tu/M’Nicht Weh). As well as regional classics like Hava Nagila and Gondola D’Amore. Item #6620930

$9.95

**CD DANCETIME WITH CUGAT & MORE!**

Enjoy a selection of 29 tracks from the master exponent of Latin-American rhythms who surrounded his top drawer band with equally talented acts. Music includes Magdalena; Say “Si”!; Volo Colomba; Chihuahua Boy; La Bamba; Rose of the Rancho; Rocking the Mambo; Wanted; Rock and more. Sepia. Item #6799507

$9.95

**CD PEREZ PRADO IN JAPAN/TWIST GOES LATIN**

The Cuban bandleader goes international with these two complete collections. The first 12 (and two bonus tracks) head east to Japan, with numbers like Mombo Japone and Lullaby of Birdland. Then he offers a new take on the Twist craze with renditions of these 16 international tracks. The Chantecler Sessions. Item #6764945

$9.95

---

**World - Folk**

**CD SOPHIE AMOURO, I'm So Happy**

A captivating album by this talented French singer-songwriter. Item #6634811

$17.95

**CD CHAPIN MUSIC: The Chapin Brothers - Fourteen tracks**

by the ‘60s folk rock trio: Baby Let Me Walk With You; The Rain Comes Down When Do You Find Time to Breathe; Someone Keeps Callin’ My Name; Thinking of Tonight; Ground Hog; Foolish Games; Another Man; Come Back Strong; Blood Water; and more. Proscenium Records. Item #6631460

$17.99

---

**World - Folk**

**CD BESAME! Toni Arden in Latin America**

The beloved Italian-American starlet brings her breathtaking vocals to 24 tracks, including Besame Mucho; Noche de Ronda (Be My Moon Tonight); Kiss of Fire; Without You; Sand in My Shoes; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Autumn in New That’s All; Be My Love; and more. Item #6851175

$24.95

**CD BRENDA LEE: Wiedersehn ist Wunderschön**

The beloved country star sings in Italian, German and French, giving a breath of fresh air to her music. With numbers like Mambo Japonese; Violao; Dedos Magicos, and more. Bear Family Records. Item #5934036

$9.95

**CD CARLOS BARBOSA-LIMA: The Chantecler Sessions, Volume 1 1958-1959**

One CD collects two memorable albums by the celebrated Brazilian guitarist. Includes all 13 tracks of 1958’s Dez Dedos Magicos, as well as all 11 tracks of 1959’s O Menino E O Vião. ZOHO Music. Item #6638481

$16.99

---

**World - Folk**

**CD GILBERT BERC R: Milestones of a Legend**

Ten CDs document a critical period for one of the last internationally acclaimed protagonists of French chanson, originally recorded between 1953 and 1962. Includes the entirety of Quand tu Danses; Gilbert Becaud; Le Tour de Char; de Gilbert becaud a Olympia; Young Man of Paris in Moods of Love; Tel de Bois; and more. Intense. Item #6771902

$24.95
CD JOHNNY PAYCHECK: Take This Job and Shove It Johnny brings his rebellious sound to 15 country hits, joining the hit title track with She Thinks I Still Care; Sunday Morning Coming Down; This Side Of On; The Johnsons of Turkey Ridge; Walk Through This World with Me; White Lightnin'; Mr. Lovemaker; I'm the Only Heiress Mornin' Ever Raised; and, more. Javelin.

Item #6786944 $4.95

CD KINGS OF COUNTRY This two CD set collects hits from an assortment of country music icons, including Johnny Cash, George Jones, Jim Reeves, Conway Twitty, Elvis Presley, Hank Snow, Charley Pride, Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, Glen Campbell, Porter Wagoner, and many more. Thirty tracks. TIME LIFE.

Item #8896340 $5.95

CD THE ESSENTIAL JOHN DENVER The warm western sounds of the late performer live on with these 36 favorites. Includes standards like Leaving on a Jet Plane; Take Me Home; Country Roads; Rocky Mountain High; Annie's Song; Fly Away; The Cowboy and the Lady; Wild Montana Skies (with Emmylou Harris), and more. Two CDs. Sony Music.

Item #6650589 $13.95

CD THE ESSENTIAL BUCK OWENS Forty-six digitally mastered recordings represent all the finest performances of this country hit-maker: Fool On; Around; Under the Influence of Love; Above and Beyond; Under Your Spell Again; Heartaches by Number; Think It Over; I'll Give My Heart to You; Sweethearts in Heaven; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6627560 $7.95

CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1951 The greatest days of country live on with this all-star collection, bringing together 25 hit recordings as performed by the original artists! Includes I Want to Play House With You by Eddie Arnold; Tennessee Waltz by Patti Page; Moccin' Bird Hill by Les Paul and Mary Ford; and more. Dynamic.

Item #678481X $5.95

CD CHET ATKINS: Pickin' on Country Atkins was there at the birth of rock 'n' roll as we know it but, just as importantly, he was one of the most influential country musicians of all time. Includes recordings of Unchained Melody; Dance of the Golden Rod; Lisa; Swedish Rhapsody; Mister and more. Not Now Music.

Sandman, Arkansas Traveller; Item #6758258 $7.95

CD THE BEST OF SLIM WHITMAN Slim's breakthrough hit Rose Marie became a UK number one hit in 1955. It topped the chart for a record-breaking 11 weeks! Enjoy this along with 49 other tracks on this two CD set, including Secret Love; Annie Laurie; Tumbling Tumbleweeds; I'll Take You Home Again; Kathleen; and many more. Not Now Music.

Item #6758193 $7.95

CD THE QUEENS OF COUNTRY: My Kind of Music Forty classic hits from three of the queens of Country include Release Me; Making Believe; and The Love You Give by Dolly Parton; I Fall to Pieces; Just Out Of Reach; and A Closer Walker With the Cowboy by Patsy Cline; Stand by Your Man; Heaven's Just a Sin Away; and Devil Went Down to Georgia by Lynn Anderson; and more. 2 CDs. Union Square Music.

Item #6821073 $9.95

CD THE BEST OF BLUEGRASS Collects 12 tracks from some of the pioneers of bluegrass along with some country artists with bluegrass roots, including Ricky Skaggs, the Osborne Brothers, Vince Gill, Bill Monroe & the Blue Grass Boys, the Stanley Brothers, Lester Flatt & Earl Scruggs, Jimmy Martin, and the Stonemaners.

Item #6693192 $6.95

CD SAMMI SMITH: Fire & Rain Twenty-five tracks by the classic country songstress. Her crossover hit Help Me Make It Through the Night is followed by other gems like Sunday Mornin' Comin' Down; There He Goes; I Miss You Most; When You're Here; Girls in New Orleans; Lonely Street; Fire & Rain; and more. Javelin.

Item #678710X $4.95

CD COUNTRY OUTLAWS Sixty great recordings from the bad boys of country. Includes several tracks from the country straing's most iconic stars--Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings, Johnny Cash--including hits like Folsom Prison Blues; Crazy; Lorena; I Walk the Line; Nine Pound Hammer; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6682472 $11.95

CD CHARLIE RICH: Country Legends Sixteen tracks traverse the legacy of this country star. The Most Beautiful Girl in the World; Mohair Sam; Life Has Its Little Ups and Downs; Who Will The Next Fool Be; I Take It On Home; Behind Closed Doors; Lonely Weekends; There Won't Be Anymore: My Elusive Dreams; My Mountain Dew; and more. IMC Music Ltd.

Item #6691439 $5.95

CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1949 Relive a fantastic year of the country scene with 25 hit recordings from the original artists. Includes hits like Country Kisses by George Morgan; One Kiss Too Many by Eddy Arnold; Marriage Vow by Hank Snow; Love Sick Blues by Hank Williams; Snow's greatest output from the early 1950s, including hits like Bluebird Island (with Anita Carter); Unwanted Sign Upon My Heart; Music Make Mama from Memphis; The Gold Rush Is Over; Lady's Man; I Went To Your Wedding; The Gal Who Invented Kissin'; and more. IMC Music Ltd.

Item #6784798 $5.95

CD FARON YOUNG: Alone with You Fifteen classics by one of the original outlaw country stars: Hello Walls; Four In the Morning; A Heartache for Keepsake; Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young; Face to the Wall; Unremitting Gall; Goin' Steady; Some of These Memories; Three Days; Crying Time; and more. HHI.

Item #6691722 $5.95

CD CRYSTAL GAYLE: Live in Tennessee In this 2005 concert, the country-pop singer exemplifies the sound, style, and repertoire that made her a huge star of the 1970s. Featuring guest appearances by Peggy Sue Wright and Jay Patton, 18 tracks include Everybody’s Reaching Out for Someone; Half the Way; Coal Miner’s Daughter; and more. IMC Music Ltd.

Item #669151X $5.95

CD DRIFTING COWBOY: A Country Music Tribute to Hank Williams Fellow legends honor Williams’ best in 12 tracks. Waylon Jennings offers his take on Honky Tonk Blues; Merle Haggard offers a live performance of Lonesome Blues; Johnny Cash adapts Hey Good Lookin’, Jerry Lee Lewis adds his touch to You Win Again; and more. EMI Music.

Item #5990734 $3.95
Country & Western - Bluegrass

★ CD DOLLY PARTON & KENNY ROGERS: An alternating showcase of two of country’s most influential stars! Over 40 tracks in all, it joins Dolly Parton numbers like It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels and Why, Why, Why; with Kenny Rogers’ favorites like Ruby Don’t Take Your Love to Town and Ticket to Nowhere. Three CDs. Goldies. Item #5795293 $11.95

★ CD TAMMY WYNETTE: Some of the Best Recorded Live on the TV show Church Street Station, the late Queen of Country Music reprises many of her greatest hits. These twelve 1986 recordings include classics like Welcome to My World, Another Chance; Your Good Girl’s Gonna Go Bad; Stand By Your Man, Crying in the Rain; and more. Acrobat. Item #5879108 $4.95

Country & Western - Bluegrass

★ CD GLEN CAMPBELL: Ballads and Bluegrass Two CDs filled with 32 timeless Campbell recordings. Lonesome Jailhouse Blues; Turn Around, Look at Me; Death Valley; Nothing’s Better Than a Pretty Woman; The Miracle of Love; Look Black Lonesome; Weary Lonesome Blues; No Vacancy; Truck Drivin’ Man; Long Black Limousine; and more. Not New Music. Item #656201X $9.95

★ CD JIM FORD: The Unissued Capitol Album In October 1970, Jim Ford set out to follow his country soul masterpiece Harlan County with a self-titled major label release. That album was made, but never saw the light of day—until now. Collected here are all ten tracks of that little-known album. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $17.99

PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ CD TREATING HER WRONG: Sweetheart & Heartbreak Songs Twenty-four songs of love and love lost by female country singers of the 1950s. Includes There’s No Room in My Heart (for the Blues) by Melissa Monroe; I Think of You and Me by Jeanette Hicks; Like All Get Out by Helen Carter; Before Than Walking Home by Joyce Moore; and more. Jasmine Records. Item #5666105 $5.95

★ CD KITTY WELLS: Heartbreak: U.S.A./Queen of Country Music Classic country comes back into the spotlight! Two themed collections feature Wells at her best! In 26 tracks, her heart is on the line: Heart to Heart Talk; Cold, Cold Heart; Moody River; Wooden Heart; Ev’rybody’s Somebody’s Girl; You’re Never Going Back; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.99

★ CD COUNTRY HIT PARADE 1948 Twenty-five original hit recordings from the original album. See the best that 1948 had to offer with country hits like Anytime by Eddy Arnold; Blues in My Heart by Red Foley; Rock and Rye by Tex Ritter; Blue Shadows on the Trail by Roy Rogers; and more. Dynamic. Item #578478X $4.95

★ CD CONWAY TWITTY: Complete Original #1 Hits of the ’60s & ’70s Collects 29 great tracks laid down by the one and only Conway Twitty, including It’s Only Make Believe; I Love You More Today; Hello Darlin’; After the Fire Is Gone; I Can’t Stop Loving You; You’ve Never Been This Far Before; I See the Want in Your Eyes; and more. Country Music. Item #5859813 $14.95

★ CD WILLIE NELSON & WAYLON JENNINGS: Outlaw Reunion, Vol. 2 Collects 10 songs from the two legendary country artists. Six solos from Jennings include Dream Baby; Lorena; Burning Memories; White Lightning; Big Mamas; and more. Nelson performs the following four solos: Hope So; Everything But You; A Moment Isn’t Very Long; and Other Time. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99

★ CD HANK SNOW: Tales of the Yukon Eight ballads from the Canadian country star. The Face on the Barroom Floor; The Shooting of Dan McGrew; The Cremation of Sam McGee; The Spell of the Yukon; The Ballad of Blaupausemous Bill; The Ballad of One-Eyed Mike; The Ballad of Hard Luck Henry; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD MARTY ROBBINS: Knee Deep in the Blues These 25 early Robbins tracks revive the mid-1950s, when Robbins came to represent the voice of youth in mainstream country-western. Includes That’s All Right, Gossip; Daddy Loves You; Pray For Me, Mother of Mine; It Looks Like I’m Just in the Way, Maybelle; This Broken Heart of Mine; and more. ICM Music Ltd. Item #5691943 $5.95

★ CD BARBARA MANDRELL: Acoustic Altitude The country icon performs 12 tracks: Sleeping Single in a Double Bed; Fast Lanes and Country Roads; The Best of Strangers; I Wish You Were Here, When You Get to the Heart, Tonight My Baby’s Coming Home; If Loving You Is Wrong (I Times Like These; and more. Direct To Records. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD THE FABULOUS JIM REEVES: The country crown is returned to its rightful owner with 20 of his greatest tracks: Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Billy Bayou; I Love You More; Blue Bay; Am I Losing You; Anna Marie; Look Behind You; According to My Heart; Yonder Comes a Sucker; Young Hearts; etc. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD GEORGE JONES SINGS HANK AND BOB George Jones pays tribute to two of his biggest influences, Hank Williams and Bob Wills, with hits from three original albums: My Favorites of Hank Williams; George Jones Salutes Hank Williams; and George Jones Sings Bob Wills. Includes hits like Again; and 34 other tracks on two CDs. Not Now Music. Item #5758428 $7.95

★ CD ERNIE CHAFFIN: Laughin’ & Jokin’ Twenty-eight tracks compile the first two albums Chaffin recorded for Sun Records, plus an assortment of previously unissued takes, as well as an interview with the musician. Boasting a sound that had no equal in its time, Chaffin’s standlane quality shines through in Feller Low Lonesome for My Baby; I’m Lonesome; Miracle of You; I Walk Alone; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ CD ALLERTON & ALTON: Black, White and Bluegrass A unique and groundbreaking duo in the history of bluegrass music is featured in recordings from performances in the late 1940s and early ’50s, plus bonus tracks. Twenty-seven tracks in all, including multiple renditions of two albums. Keep on the Sunny Side; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ CD GREETINGS FROM ALABAMA: The Heart of Dixie Some of our greatest country music heroes, from 1925 to the Yellowhammer State. Includes Alabama Stomp by Sons of the Pioneers; Down in Old Alabama by Rex Griffin; Alabama Jubilee by Red Foley; Birmingham by Ella Mae Morse; and, of course, Sweet Home Alabama by Alabama. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD FREDDY: Greatest Hits Collects 11 tracks from the country rock legend, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; The Rain’s Came; Wild Side of Life; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD RED FOLEY: Sugarfoot Rag The shack will shake with these 30 tracks of rockabilly brilliance. Folely gets us dancing with Crazy Little Guitar Man; Freight Train Blues; Bring ‘Em Back again Saturday Night; Sugarfoot Rag; Old Kentucky Fox Chase; Crawford Song; Hot Rod Race; Real Chicken Feet; Night Train and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95
CD A SHORT CUT TO THE GRAVE: Gin, Justice, Jail & Judgement 1924-1942 Featuring contributions by Charlie Jackson, Mississippi Sheiks, Leroy Carr, Blind Blake, Bumble Bee Slim, Robert Johnson, Sleepy John Sykes, Washboard Sam, Robert Nighthawk and many others, this vintage collection remasters 100 gritty classics, plumbing the darkest corners of the country genre. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

Item #5943094 $21.95

CD STEVE WARINER: I Am Ready/Drive Two original songs by the chart-topping ’90s country star, collected onto one CD. Twenty tracks include On My Heart Again; The Tips of My Fingers; Like a River to the Sea; One Believer; The Same Mistake Again; Sail; and more. SPV.

Item #5754864 $7.95

CD THE FABULOUS GEORGE JONES Classic country cuts again in 20 tracks: Just One More; Why Baby Why; Let Him Know; You’re in My Heart; Color of the Blues; Gonna Come Get You; Seasons of My Heart; Too Much Water; Rock It; Ragged But Right; Cup of Loneliness; Don’t Stop the Music; and more. Digimode Entertainment.

Item #5990742 $5.95

CD JIMMY DEAN: Big Bad John Re-issues 26 classic tracks from a country giant. The title song joins I Won’t Go Huntin’ with You Jake; Smoke; Smoke, Smoke That Cigarette; Dear Ivan; To a Sleeping Beauty; Walk On Boy; Little Bit Big John; Steel Men; Night Train to Memphis; Oklahoma Bill; Lonesome Road; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Item #5934419 $17.95

CD RED MURRELL: Sittin’ on Top of the World Murrell gets us dancing with 24 classics of Western Swing. The title track joins Paper Heart; Get That Chip Off Your Shoulder; Steel Guitar Rag; I Learned My Lesson Too Late; Covered Wagon Rollin’; Right Along; Don’t Blame Me; Devil in Disguise; and many more. Jasmine Records.

Item #6605787 $3.95

CD AWEBB PIERCE: The Complete 4-Star & Pacemaker Recordings One of the most popular honky tonk vocalists of the 1950s, Webb Pierce boasted more number one hits than any other artist in the decade than Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, and Lefty Frizzell. Collected here are the early pre-fame recordings, presented in their unedited format for the first time. Thirty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

Item #5860836 $13.95

CD COUNTRY & WESTERN HIT PARADE 1970-73 Together 28 hillbilly hits from the year, including Conway Twitty’s Hello Darlin’; Jerry Lee Lewis’s Once More with Feeling; Merle Haggard’s The Fighting’ Side of Me; Johnny Cash’s What Is Truth; and more from Dolly Parton, Charley Pride, Waylon Jennings, Marty Robbins and others. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $25.99

Item #589718X $4.95

CD LEE EMERSON: It’s So Easy for You to Be Mean Overshadowed in his time, Lee Emerson nevertheless gave us several country standards. Here his best work together in one essential collection, including 23 tracks from I Thought I Heard You Calling My Name to multiple versions of You Can’t Hear Me, plus 12 of his demos from the 1960s and 1970s. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Item #590719X $9.95

CD EDDY ARNOLD: I Really Don’t Want to Know The 26 hits compiled on this collection serve as testimony to the country-pop star’s impact on radio in the early 1950s. Includes Cuddle Buggin’ Baby; Enclosed, One Broken Heart; The Lovebug Itch; Prison Without Walls; There’s Been a Change in Me; May You; and more. ICM Music Ltd.

Item #6614019 $17.95

CD BILL MIZE: The Melody Ranch Recordings Thirty-three classic recordings (plus three bonus tracks) collect the audio from Mize’s appearances on the country variety TV show. Includes performances of Make It Rain; It’s Gonna Take a Lot of Lovin’ Around; Nine Pound Hammer; I Don’t Believe I’ll Fall in Love Today; and more. ICM Music Ltd.

Item #6691617 $5.95

CD BOBBY LORD: Everybody’s Rockin’ But Me An unsung country star in his time, Lord brings his smooth voice to 24 tracks, including So Doggone No More, No More, No More; I Can’t Do Without You; Everybody’s Rockin’ But Me; Ain’t Cha Ever Gonna?, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Item #587906X $9.95

CD SAMMI SMITH: Help Me Make It Through The Night Explore the legacy of this country great with some of her best, including her chart-topping rendition of Help Me Make It Through The Night. Twenty-five tracks in all, it features He’s Everywhere; When Michael Calls; That’s All That Matters; The Time; I Never Knew A Woman Like You; A Country Girl in New York; No One Ever Tells You; Big Country Hits; Songs I Hadn’t Recorded Till Now offers up 12 more, from I Love You Because Address Unknown. Includes four bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5900379 $6.95
**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

**CD THE BROWNS: A Country Music Odyssey**
Thirty-six tracks take listeners on an odyssey of classic country by one of its defining trios. Includes hits like The Three Bells, Heaven Fell Last Night, Mango (The Ninth of May), The Old Lamplighter, Lookin' Back to See, and Scarin'. The title track is joined by Oh Foot Sam; Honky Tonk Mind (The Woman I Need); Freedom; All Night Long; Shake Around; You Better Believe It, Window of My Heart; If I'm a Fool, I Still Love You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99
Item # 5917395
$17.95

**CD TOMMY BLAKE: Koolit-The Sun Years**
Twenty-nine tracks collect Blake's output on the Sun label, supplemented by some extras. The title track is joined by Forty Foot Sam; Honky Tonk Mind (The Woman I Need); Freedom; All Night Long; Shake Around; You Better Believe It, Window of My Heart; If I'm a Fool, I Still Love You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99
Item # 5917181
$9.95

**CD COUNTRY & WESTERN HIT PARADE 1945**
A year of great turmoil in the industry, 1945 nevertheless featured an impressive array of important country and western favorites. Here are 27, from Gene Autry's Don't Fence Me In to Bob Wills's Green Green Grass of Home; the Pearls's Ain't Nobody Here But Us; the Patsy Cline's Catch Me If You Can; the Glenn Miller Band's 'n' Roll during the 1950s. This includes multiple versions of the title track, Puzzles, other forgotten gems like Blue Denim Eyes; By Route of New Orleans; Shadows of Her Mind; Lonesome Is Me; Tiny Golden Lockett; Give Me More Than You; Painted Girls and Wine; Blue Bayou; Memphis Morning; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99
Item # 5934338
$9.95

**CD ED BRUCE: Puzzles**
Reprints 29 tracks from the '70s country star. Includes multiple versions of the title track, Puzzles, other forgotten gems like Blue Denim Eyes; By Route of New Orleans; Shadows of Her Mind; Lonesome Is Me; Tiny Golden Lockett; Give Me More Than You; Painted Girls and Wine; Blue Bayou; Memphis Morning; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99
Item # 5934176
$9.95

**CD JSP RECORDS: COLLECTION, 1952-58**
Collects 101 sides from the library of the Dixons and the Callahans, performers who have undeservedly fallen into the shadows of obscurity. Remastered tracks rescue these country pioneers from history in a huge four-CD set, including notable songs like Under the Old Cherry Tree and I Want to Ask the Stars. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
Item # 5934202
$15.95

**CD SANFORD CLARK: The Fool Revisit**
34 songs by the rockabilly legend, including the standard that made his career, The Fool. Also includes Lonesome for Lorrie, Bonnie Lou, Janis Martin, Anita Carter and others. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99
Item # 5934400
$6.95

**CD THE DIXON BROTHERS WITH THE CALLAHAN BROTHERS**
Collects 101 sides from the library of the Dixons and the Callahans, performers who have undeservedly fallen into the shadows of obscurity. Remastered tracks rescue these country pioneers from history in a huge four-CD set, including notable songs like Under the Old Cherry Tree and I Want to Ask the Stars. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99
Item # 5934202
$15.95

**CD THE MERRILL MOORE COLLECTION, 1952-58**
Merrill Moore was a western swing and boogie woogie pianist and band leader whose style was a considerable influence on the development of rockabilly and rock `n' roll during the 1950s. This collection comprises just about all of his recordings for Capitol in that decade, from Bartender's Blues to Lazy River. 45 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
Item # 5934741
$9.95

**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD LEROY ANDERSON: Blue Tango**
Twenty-five must-have tracks from one of the most popular American composers from the 30s through the 50s. Includes Serenata; The Syncope Clock; Blue Tango; Fiddle Faddle; Belle of the Ball; The Typewriter; Saraband; The Girl I Left Behind Me; and much more. Dynamic. Item # 6785182
$5.95
in the Mood for Love: I Only Have Eyes for You; I'll Never the Waterfront; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

$11.95

**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD JACKIE GLEASON: Music for Lovers Only** Gleason was a giant of TV and film comedy, but he also harbored a dream of conducting great big band music. With this 1953 release, that dream came to fruition. Sixteen tracks include renditions of Alone Together; My Funny Valentine; I'm in the Mood for Love; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

Item #5956090

**CD THE TEDDY WILSON COLLECTION 1933-1941** Boasting a mix of sophistication and elegance, Teddy Wilson was the definitive swing pianist. Presented here are 36 tracks cherry-picked from his astounding career, featuring collaborations with the likes of Ella Fitzgerald, Benny Carter, Lionel Hampton, Billie Holiday, Lester Young and others. Two CDs. Acrobat.

$11.95

Item #5933188

**CD LAO SCHIRIFIN: Rio After Dark** Best known today as a composer of movie music with a distinct jazz flair, Schirfin's early career of Swingin' in Paris is highlighted in this compilation. Includes the entirety of two albums: Bossa Nova–New Brazilian Jazz (12 tracks) and Piano Strings and Bossa Nova (12 tracks). Jasmine Records.

$4.95

Item #5605273

**CD FLETCHER HENDERSON: Wrappin' It Up!** The illustrious career of an unsung jazz giant comes into the light with this 20-track set. Includes Henderson Stomp; Rocky Mountain Blues; Swango Blues; Off to Buffalo; Hop Off, My Gal Sal; Hot and Anxious; Contral and Going; Just Blues; Sugar Foot Stomp; Yeah Man; and more. Acrobat.

$5.95

Item #5908507

**CD DANCE TO THE BANDS!** Whether you choose to dance to this music or just to listen and enjoy, there’s a lot of good sounds collected here. Featuring the orchestras of Stan Kenton, Les Brown, Harry James, Billy May, Woody Herman, Ray Anthony, and more. Twenty-three tracks. Sepia.

Pub. at $13.99

$4.95

Item #5908675

**CD KING CURTIS: His First Eight Classic Albums 1959-1962** Four CDs bring together the finest of Curtis’s output during the period, including eight solo albums and a number of singles. Expect the range of this saxophone great with Have Tenor Sax, Wil Blow; Aura; Soul Meeting; The New Scene of Curtis; I Just Had to Write This Song; and more. Acrobat.

$9.95

Item #5942799

**CD THE VERY BEST OF LOUIS PRIMA** Collects 85 original recordings by this legend of the jazz trumpet. Featuring appearances by Keely Smith and Sam Butera, they include such standards as Suela Ser, Just a Gigolo; I Ain’t Got Nobody; Oh, Marie; Fever; Jump Jive an’ Wail; Let’s Twist Again; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

$4.95

Item #5683126

**CD SARAH VAUGHAN WITH WOODY HERMAN: 1963 Live Guard Sessions** Nineteen tracks spanning from the 1940s to the 1960s spanning this legend of the big band era. These performances were part of two legendary performances that included hit songs from the era.

$7.95

Item #667514X

**CD TOOTS THIELEMANS: Trilogy** Presents three original albums by this virtuoso of the chromatic harp. Includes the entirety of Man Bites Harpionica; Time Out for Toots; and The Soul of Toots Thielemans, with 29 tracks including East of the Sun; Don’t Blame Me; In a Sentimental Mood; Body and Soul; and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

$9.95

Item #5807739

**CD BOBBY HUTCHERSON: Stick-Up** Originally released in 1966, this album by the jazz giant features his unique stylized yet simple sounds of the vibraphone on six tracks including Una Muy Bonita; 8/4 Beat; Summer Nights; Black Circle; Verse; and Blues Mind Matter.

$7.95

Item #5675263

**CD SWING SOMETHING** Swing music has never gone away and this compilation of 75 original hits is proof indeed of its ever lasting appeal. This three CD set features Glenn Miller, Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Tony Bennett, Judy Garland, Nat King Cole, and many more. One Day Music.

$9.95

Item #5754945

**CD MILES DAVIS Sextet: Someday My Prince Will Come** Two CDs present solo and stereo versions of the 1961 jazz album. The trumpet master is backed by fellow legends John Coltrane, Hank Mobley, Wynton Kelly, and Jimmy Cobb on six tracks. Someday My Prince Will Come; Old Folks; Prican; Drad-Dog; Teo; and I Thought About You. Not Now Music.

$6.95

Item #5994691

**CD CLIFTON CHENIER & HIS RED HOT LOUISIANA BAND: Zydeco Blowout** Thirteen tracks of that distinctive Zydeco sound. You Got Me Where You Want Me; Caldonia; Chu Chu Boogie; What’d I Said; Jole Bion; Kansas City; Let the Good Times Roll; I Don’t Know Lafayette; I Hear the Moon Over Louisiana; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99

$7.95

Item #5800882

**CD JOHN LEWIS: The Complete Albums Collection 1957-1962** Among the most compelling performers of the jazz/classical crossover genre, the great pianist and composer is featured in eight complete albums: Grand Encounter; Afternoon in Paris; The John Lewis Piano; European Windows; Improvised Meditations and Excursions; The Golden Stix; The Wonderful World of Jazz; and European Encounter. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

Item #5808082

**CD STAN KENTON: Giants of the Big Band Era** With a career spanning from the 1930s to the 1940s, he was one of the giants of the big band era. These 12 songs are some of his best. Includes Mission Train; Peanut Vendor; I’m Glad There Is You; Artistry in Rhythm; Four of a Kind; and many more.

$7.95

Item #586144X

**CD UKELLELLINGHAM/CHARLES MINGIS/MAX ROACH: Money Jungle** Nineteen tracks from the incomparable trio collaboration from 1962. The title track joins Fleurette Africaine; Very Special; Warm Valley; Wig Wise; Caravan; Solitude; Switch Blade; Backward; and more. Country Boy Blues; Passion Flower; Dancers in Love; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Crackerjack Records.

$9.95

Item #5754945

**CD BIG WALTER HORTON: Live at the Knickerbocker** Presents a classic live set from one of the greatest blues harmonica players. Nine tracks included: Do You; Lord Knows I Tried; Country Girl; Walter’s Shuffle; Little Boy Blue; It’s Not Easy; Two Old Maid; What’s on Your Worried Mind; and Walter’s Swing. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99

$6.95

Item #5994691
Jazz - Big Bands

**CD JUNIOR MANE: The Complete Albums Collection 1959-1962**
Clocking in at over five hours of great music, this collection includes eight complete remastered albums by one of the preeminent jazz pianists of his time: Junior, The Souffle Piano of Junior Mance; The Chicago Cookers; Junior Mance Trio at the Village Vanguard, Big Chief, The Soul of Heineken; Junior's Blues; and Happy Time. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 Item #5475829 $11.95

**CD THE SECOND ESOURE JAZZ CONCERT PAYS LOUIS ARMSTRONG & THE ALL STARS**
Featuring Leon Prima with Irving Fazola; Mary Osborne; Louis Armstrong & the Jazz Foundation Six; The Benny Goodman Quintet; Mildred Bailey; Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; Billie Holiday and many other legends, there are 13 live tracks from the 1945 concert. Also includes eight recordings from a 1947 NBC broadcast concert of Louis Armstrong & the All Stars. Two CDs. Flyright Records. Item #5475138 $5.95

**CD JOE NEWMAN: Eight Classic Albums**
Collects eight of Newman's essentials, digitally remastered for superior quality. These complete works include: All I Wanna Do Is Swing; Locking Horns; Sate to Satch; The Midgets; Soft Swingin' Jazz; Live at Five; Good 'n' Groovy; and Joe Newman at Count Basie's. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz Item #5663645 $5.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF KENNY BALL**
This compilation of 40 tracks is a fascinating opportunity to hear the best of the traditional jazz that so captivated UK teenagers in those years before Beatlemania. Includes Midnight in Moscow; Sukiyaki; March of the Siamese Children; Samantha; So Do I; The Green Two; CD. Not Now Music. Item #5675878 $7.95

**CD GYPSY JAZZ: The Authentic Sound of Parisian Street Jazz**
Evoking a specific time, place, and culture, these 40 tracks bring an authentic French jazz style to your home. Includes songs from the most recognizable names in the sub-genre, including Django Reinhardt; Stephane Grappelli; Jo Privat; Henri Crolla; Gus Viseur; and others. Two CDs. Not Now Music. Item #5663466 $7.95

Jazz - Big Bands

**CD PAUL CHAMBERS: The Complete Albums Collection 1956-1960**
Explore four prolific years in the career of one of the founding fathers of jazz upright bass. Here are eight of his essential albums: Jazzmen Detroit; Chambers' Music; Whims of Chambers; Paul Chambers Quintet; and 1st Babtah. Nearly 50 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 Item #5478920 $11.95

**CD WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recordings, 1956-1967**
Collects the complete track listings for eight albums by the influential jazz guitarist: West Coast Blues; Work Song; Groove Yard; The Montgomery Brothers in Canada; So Much Guitar; George Shearing and the Montgomery Brothers; Bags; Meets West; and Full House. Over 60 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 Item #5633192 $14.95

**CD LOUIS JORDAN: TYMPANIC FIVE JUKEBOX HITS, VOLUME 1 1942-1947**
Collects 21 of Louis Jordan's defining songs: Cool for You; Named Moe; Choo Choo Ch' Boogie; Mop! Mop! Mop; Texas and Pacific; Railton Blues; Caldonia; Somebody Done Changed the Lock on My Door; My Baby Said Yes with Bing Crosby; Let the Good Times Roll; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 Item #592488X $4.95

**CD JIMMIE NOONE: Classic Jazz Archives**
Two CDs collect classic recordings by one of the most important jazz clarinet players to come out of New Orleans. Forty tracks include: You Rascal, Dallas; The Blue yonder; Dixie Lee; I'd Do Anything For You; It's Easy to Remember; I Know That You Know; and more. Mentorn Item #5683192 $3.95

**CD JOHN COLTRANE: Slowtime**
Joined by fellow greats like Donald Byrd, Red Garland, Paul Chambers, Freddie Hubbard, Art Taylor, and Jimmy Cobb, Coltrane shows why he's a household name in these 1958 sessions: Settle the Pace; Bahia; and The Last Train. Thirteen tracks include I See Your Face Before Me; Lover, Slowtime and more. Three CDs. Not Now Music. Item #5682782 $7.95

**CD LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Pops Goes Pop**
Also known as Dippermouth, Satchmo and Pops, Louis Armstrong entertains with his take on 18 classics: Hello Dolly; Get Happy; the Saints Go Marching In; Ain't Misbehavin'; Blueberry Hill; St. Louis Blues; Mack the Knife; Tiger Rag; and more. Acrobat. Item #5878926 $4.95

**CD HARRY JAMES: Music Maker**
Eighteen tracks from the popular bandleader and trumpeter: One O'Clock Jump; It's the Dreamer in Me; Musicmaker; A Sinner Kissed an Angel; Sleeper Lagoon; He's My Guy; I Cried for You; I Had the Craziest Dream; I've Heard That Song Before; It's All Right; and more. Acrobat. Item #5678810 $9.45

**CD JACKIE MCLEAN: Eight Classic Albums**
Eight gems by the celebrated jazzman, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. Four CDs collect the entirety of McLean's Scene; New Soul; Swing; Swingin'; Capuchin Swing; Jackie's Bag; Bluesnik; Inta Somethin' (with Kenny Dorham); and A Fickle Sonance. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz Item #5683637 $11.95

**CD PHIL SEAMEN: Seamen's Mission Experience the energy, musicality and dynamism of Europe's prime jazz drummer with 18 classics: I See Your Face Before Me; Settin' the Pace; Bahia; and more. Acrobat. Item #5683645 $4.95

**CD SPREADIN' JOY: The Music of Sidney Bechet**
The Bob Wilder Quintet performs 11 classic Bechet compositions: Polka Dot Stomp; Where Am I; Ghost of the Blues; When the Sun Sets Down South; Little Creole Lullaby; Spreadin' Joy; Who'll Chop Your Suey When I'm Gone; The Longest Day; and Blue Horizon. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99 Item #5661746 $2.95

**CD COUNT BASIE AT CARNEGIE HALL**
Delivered live from Carnegie Hall on March 20, 1981, this tribute to one of Jazz music's greats also features Tony Bennett; George Benson; Sarah Vaughan and Joe Williams. Twenty-one tracks include Sweet Georgia Brown; In a Mellow Tone; Booty's Blues; Goin' to Georgia; Shiny Stockings; Fascinating Rhythm; Send in the Clowns; and more. RockBeat Records. Item #5961371 $11.95

**CD LEO REISSMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Society Swing**
Twelve of the best tracks by this dance band giant, including Whipping; With All My Heart; La Petite Ponkokioise; I Will Never Forget You (with Jimmy James); Lazy Lullaby; Kiss of Fire; Oh, You Beautiful Doll; and more. RockBeat Records. Item #566540X $3.95

**CD ELLA & LOUIS: Together Two original albums, digitally remastered on two CDs, capture one of the most storied partnerships in all of jazz music: Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong dazzle in all 11 tracks of Ella and Louis and all 12 of Ella and Louis Again, plus nine bonus tracks. Not Now Music. Item #5693296 $7.95

**CD BEN WEBSTER: Classic Jazz Archive**
A musician whose name stands out among tenor sax players of early jazz, Webster's sound permeates this double-disc set. You'll find more than 40 classic recordings within: Cotton Tail; Wake Up Clipped; The Blue Room; Body and Soul; and so much more. Membran. Item #566164X $3.95

Collectors' Choice Music.

**CD CARRIE HOPKINS: Gypsy Woman**
A popular song inspired by the gypsies of old New Orleans, this is a fascinating opportunity to hear the best of the traditional jazz that so captivated UK teenagers in those years before Beatlemania. Includes Midnight in Moscow; Sukiyaki; March of the Siamese Children; Samantha; So Do I; The Green Two; CD. Not Now Music. Item #5675878 $7.95
**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD ALLAN VACHE: It Might as Well Be Swing** The jazz clarinetist offers ten tracks including It Might as Well Be Spring; Poor Butterfly; Time After Time; Do Nothing Til You Hear from Me; Air Mail Special; You Took Advantage of Me; Meditation; Out of Nowhere; and There Is No Greater Love. Item #6857485

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**CD SHELLY MANNE: The Classic Albums Collection 1955-1962** Amoon's most versatile and hard-working drummers in jazz. Shelly Manne is highlighted in a collection of nine classic albums: The Three; Shelly Manne & Russ Freeman; The West Coast Sound; Swingin' Sounds; My Fair Lady; Concertos for Clarinet & Combo; Shelly Manne & His Men Play Peter Gunn; 2-3-4; and Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 Item #6711812

$11.95

**CD HERBIE MANN: Bossa Nova** Brooklyn's premier fluid player dabbles in that Brazilian jazz sound with two classic albums, Do the Bossa Nova and Brazil '62; and Bossa Nova & Blues. Fourteen tracks in all, including DeveSerAmor (It Must Be Love); Amor Em Paz (Love in Peace); Blues Walk; Brazil; One CDs. Not Now Music. Item #6682963

**CD JOSEPHINE BAKER: Remembering** Nearly 60 tracks from one of the Jazz era's most divas, including her trademark theme song, J'ai Deux Amours. Her St. Louis roots and passion for Paris come through in songs like Pretty Little Baby; Si J'Etais Blanche; Begin the Beguine; La Seine; Night and Day; and more. Jazmine Records. Item #6605249

$5.95

**CD THE ESSENTIAL MILES DAVIS** Twenty-three juicy classics from a jazz juggernaut. Now's the Time; Jeru; Compulsion; Walkin’; Round Midnight; Summertime; So What; The Pan Piper; Someday My Prince Will Come; Milestones; & more. Free; That's How I Got to Memphis; and more. Eagle Records. Item #6718679

$3.95

**CD ENOCH LIGHT AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Stereo 35/MM/Far Away Places** Recorded at Carnegie Hall in 1961, this 24-track collection offers several intoxicating adaptations, including Heat Wave; My Romance; The Man I Love; Zing Went the Strings of My Heart; Sunrise Over Sumatra; Calcutta; The Poor People of Paris; Someone to Watch Over Me; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 Item #6796986

**CD SKIP MARTIN: SYMPHONIES IN JAZZ** Skip Martin’s All-Star Jazz Band puts a new swing on three classical pieces: Scheherazade, adapted from Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade; Swingin’ with Prince Igor, adapted from Borodin’s Polovtsian Dances from his Prince Igor suite; and Tannhäuser, adapted from Wagner’s overture. Nine tracks. Flare Records. Item #6605958

$3.95
**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD FLETCHER HENDERSON: Classic Jazz Archive**

Nearby 50 tracks encapsulate the sound of an eminently important innovator of early jazz. Two CDs include recordings of Wild Party; Rug Cutter’s Swing; Jangled Nerves; Shoe Shine Boy; You Can Depend on Me; It’s Where Me Down; Stamped; and more. Membran.

Item #6620342 $5.95

**CD DAVE BRUBECK: Time Out**

From the Dave Brubeck Quartet comes the experimental and revolutionary jazz classic, digitally remastered and presented in its entirety. Also included on this two-disc set is the bonus Brubeck album Gone with the Wind, featuring nine tracks like Swannee River, Lonesome Road; and Camptown Races. Not Now Music.

Item #6642292 $7.95

**CD EARL HINES: Paris Session**

Originally released in 1982, this ten-track collection features piano solos of I Surrender Dear; I Cover the Waterfront; Second Balcony Jump; A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody; I Can’t Give You Anything but Love, Baby. Blue Because of You; Somebody Loves Me.

Membran. Item #6631541 $2.95

**CD PHIL WOODS: Modern Jazz Archive**

The alto saxophonist and clarinetist performs on over 20 tracks, including Please Say Yes; Take Advantage of Me; Anything Goes; Caribe; Friday Night at the Cadillac Club; Club Blau; and many more. Two CDs. Membran.

Item #6623271 $3.95

**CD SONNY ROLLINS: The Prestige Years**

Rallins shows his talent in a collection of ten essential albums; Thelonious Monk and Sonny Rollins; Sonny Rollins with the Modern Jazz Quartet; Moving Out: Work Time; Rollins Plays for Bird; Saxophone Colossus; Sonny Boy; Sonny Rollins Plus 4; Tenor Madness; and Tour De Force. Fifty-six tracks on 5 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

Item #6672055 $14.95

**CD TED CURSON & COMPANY: Jubilant Power**

Experience the power of this excellent trumpeter player with six tracks. Backed by several other jazz notables, he performs Reava’s Waltz; Ted’s Tempo; Song of the Lonely; Art’s Tune; Searchin’ for the Blues; and Marjo. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99

Item #6613789 $2.95

**CD CHEF BAKER IN ITALY**

This man’s stylish trumpet playing has proven to be his primary legacy and there is plenty of evidence of it here. This two CD set collects 26 tracks including sax and trumpet combinations like Old Flame; Street of Dreams; Line for Lyons; Indian Summer; These Foolish Things; and many more.

Item #6758266 $5.95

**CD ORNETTE COLEMAN: The Complete Albums Collection 1958-1962**

Compiles all eight albums released by this innovative saxophonist over four years, from his stunning debut to his final album with the Ornette Coleman Quartet. Over five hours of music are remastered to the highest standard.

Item #5927358 $11.95

**CD GROOVIN’ HIGH: Jam Session at the Hopbne 1965**

Straight from London’s mid-sixties music boom comes a night of Red Price (alto sax), Ray Warleigh (alto sax) and Chris Pyne (trombone), joined by the Johnny Burch Trio in a rare program of previously unreleased live recordings. Four tracks interpret the jazz classics Billie’s Bounce; All the Things You Are; Alexander’s Ragtime Band; and Groovin’ High. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6584934 PRICE CUT to $2.95

**CD THelonious SPHERE Monk: Modern Jazz Archive**

Including the intriguing name in bop and modern jazz composition. Monk is revered once more with this two-CD tribute set, collecting 36 essential recordings: Off Minor; Monk’s Mood; Well You Needn’t; Let’s Call This; The Way You Look Tonight; and so much more. Membran.

Item #6618979 $3.95

**CD BIRD & DIZ**

Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie play together on these three original albums, backed by other jazz greats like Bud Powell, Thelonious Monk and Charles Mingus. Remastered, in their entirety, are Bird and Diz (1949); Jazz at Massey Hall (1953); and Diz ‘N Bird in Concert (1947 and 1953). Not Now Music.

Item #6627404 $11.95

**CD THE MANY SIDES OF MEL Torme**

This collection is a tribute to that time when the Melody Maker readers’ poll in 1951, the victory prompted a concentrated patch of recorded activity for the Esquire label. This collection includes all of those 78 rpm releases from that year, plus two recently unearthed, previously un-issued tracks. Twenty tracks in all. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6604536 $7.95

**CD THE INK SPOTS: Swing High, Swing Low**

The chart-topping vocal group offers 12 addictive tracks. The title track joins Swingin’ on the Strings; Your Feet’s Too Big; Slap That Bass; Sing, Gait, Swing; Christopher Columbus; Stompin’ at the Savoy; Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6700772 $4.95

**CD THE DIZZY GILLESPIE COLLECTION 1937-48**

One of the great innovative trumpeters, Gillespie’s versatility as a pianist, arranger, composer and vocalist is captured in this snapshot of the first decade of his career. Twenty-five tracks trace his progress from the swing era to the early years of bebop, featuring collaborations with Lionel Hampton, Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Parker and others. Acrobat.

Item #5923034 $4.95

**CD RONNIE SCOTT – NOT FASr**

When Ronnie Scott took first place in the tenor sax category of the Melody Maker readers’ poll in early 1951, the victory prompted a concentrated patch of recorded activity for the Esquire label. This collection includes all of those 78 rpm releases from that year, plus two recently unearthed, previously un-issued tracks. Twenty tracks in all. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6604536 $7.95

**CD PHIL WOODS AND HIS EUROPEAN RHYTHM MACHINE**

Experience the six-track 1970 album by a multi-talented jazz icon. On alto sax, vartet, clarinet, English horn and recorder, percussion and vocals, he gives us Chromatic Banana; Ultimate Choice; The Last Page; Sais Melodie; A Look Back; and The Day Gone. Beautiful Love; Madaguaskar; Always On My Mind.

Item #6631711 $2.95

**CD BILLY MAY: By Arrangement**

Forty-eight recordings compiled Billy May arrangements for big bands and vocalists from 1939-1952. Two CDs include Rockin’ in Rhythm; Pompton Turnpike; Leapin’ at the Lincoln; Afternoon of a Moan; Lights Out; Hold Me Tight; Dizzy Mae; and the extraordinary Brazilian Serenade.

Item #6631736 $7.95

**CD EUROPEAN RHYTHM MACHINE**

 session at the Hopbine 1965.

Item #6616879 $3.95

**CD RAY BROWN & LURANDO ALMEDA: Moonlight Serenade**

Enjoy the music of the world-renowned bassist Ray Brown and the extraordinary Brazilian guitarist Laurindo Almeida, who began touring together in 1974. Seventeen tracks include Samba De Angry; All or a G-String; My Man Is Sweet; Satin Doll; Bungo Jive; and The One Man You Love; and more. Kingston World.

Item #6678464 $11.95

**CD FIREWORKS: Ruby Braft/Dick Hyman**

is on cornet and Hyman on piano for this 1983 concert at The New School for Social Research in New York City. Eight jazz performances include Somebody Loves Me; Bidin’ My Time; High Society; They Can’t Take That Away from Me; Lady Be Good; Liza (piano solo); an adaptation of Swan Lake, and Sugar. Inner City Records.

Item #6631736 $4.95
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**CD ROY ELDREDGE: Classic Jazz Archive**

The trumpet solos of Roy Eldredge are some of the most exciting music to come out of the swing era. He brings those Dixieland and swing sounds to CD.

663138X

Pub. at $7.95

**CD ROY ELDREDGE: Classic Jazz Archive**

He brings those Dixieland and swing sounds to CD.

753387X

Pub. at $11.95

**CD THE BEST OF JOHNNY GRIFFIN**

 Appropriately nicknamed “The Little Giant,” Griffin’s saxophone sound could level mountains. Immerse yourself in the glory of classic tracks, joining the musician with the Thelonious Monk Quartet, Wes Montgomery, Eddie Davis and more. Concord Music Group.

901878

Pub. at $3.95

**CD THE BEST OF JOHNNY GRIFFIN**

“Lockjaw” Davis and more. Concord Music Group.

592178

Pub. at $3.95
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**Jazz - Big Bands**

**CD** SYD LAWRENCE: *Orchestra* One of the finest Big Band Swing Orchestras in the world. Includes sixteen tracks: Woodchoppers Ball, Adios, Begin the Beguine, In the Mood, Memories of You and more. Acrobat. Item #9919995 $4.95

**CD** DICK HYGAN: *September Song* In 14 tracks, the jazz pianist/keyboards performs 14 of Kurt Weill’s compositions: Green-up Time; If Never Was You; Foolish Heart; To Love You and to Lose You; Speak Low; Moon-faced, Sir-ry-ey; Sing Me Not a Ballad; Lost in the Stars; My Ship; Trouble that reproduces the original album artwork. Vinylogy. Item #6631797 $4.95

**CD** CHARLIE BARNET: *Classic Jazz Archive* Offers two collections of classic recordings by this striking bandleader and tenor sax player. Nearly 50 tracks include Swing Street Stroll; Cherokee; How About Some New Orleans; Flying Home; Rockin’ in Rhythm; You’re My Thrill; Skyliner, and more. Two CDs. Membran. Item #6629276 $3.95

**CD** BILL EVANS: *Timeless Classic Albums* Five of the renowned jazz pianist’s greatest efforts, all in one volume. Includes the entirety of Everybody Digs Bill Evans; Portrait in Jazz; Waltz for Debby; How My Heart Sings; and Moondreams. Each of five CDs is packaged in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Vinylogy. Item #6629217 $11.95

**CD** DICK HYGAN SOLO AT THE SACRAMENTO JAZZ FESTIVAL 1983-1988 Collects 16 tracks of performances by American jazz pianist and composer, and 2017 Jazz Masters Fellow, Dick Hygan. Recorded live at festivals from across five years, they include S Wonderful, Jingles; Stella By Starlight; Jazz Me Blues; Pilgrim’s Chorus; Ain’t Misbehavin; and more. Arbors Records. Pub. at $13.99. Item #6608736 $9.95

**CD** BRENN A SANDERS: *Kings of the Road* A sonic road trip through the decades of jazzy rocking blues and country with 17 tracks performed by Brenna Sanders. Item #6631371 $4.95

**CD** EDDIE DURHAM: *Blue Bone* A pioneering guitarist, a trombone player of stunning ability, and a songwriting virtuoso, Durham displays his super abilities in this 1981 album. Joined by Danny Moss on tenor sax, Russ Henderson on piano, Johnny Williams on bass and Bobby Keys on organ, he offers up 12 great jazz tracks. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #5942829 $4.95

**CD** BEBO VOLUME 2 The celebration of bebop continues with 20 tracks in this jazz style. Includes Just Cooling by Lester Young; How High the Moon by Ella Fitzgerald; Midnight Sun by Lionel Hampton & His Orchestra; Sonny Boy by Mel Torme; Lover Man by Sarah Vaughan and Dizzy Gillespie; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. Item #5934648 $9.95

**CD** RAY BAUDUC & NAPPY LAMARE: *Dixieland Generation"* Two masters of Dixieland: “Riverboat Dandies,” two masters of Dixieland. Walking with the King; Big Noise from Wintertime; Farewell Blues; Riverboat Shuffle; Sure Had a Wonderful Time; Love Is Just Around the Corner; The Skater’s Waltz; and more. Jasmine Records. Item #6605680 $5.95

**CD** THE DON BYAS COLLECTION, 1936-61 One of the most highly regarded tenor sax players of his generation, Don Byas’s scintillating work over more than two decades is captured in this 47 track collection. It features samples of his work within his own small groups and other leaders’, as well as collaborations with several jazz greats. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #5937761 $6.95

**CD** GRAND BOSUSTONER: *The Smoother Operater* From the very earliest of these 98 tracks—recorded when Getz was just 19—the performer’s mastery of technique and melody is made clear. Drawn from the years of 1946 to 1952, these remastered tracks include Getz’s notable work with other jazz luminaries like Zoot Sims, Horace Silver, Max Roach, and Percy Heath. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. Item #5943132 $11.95

**CD** BASICALLY BASIE: Studio Dates 1937-1945 Over 100 tracks comprise nearly a decade of great music, performed by one of classic jazz’s greatest orchestras and band leaders. Each of four CDs highlights a different aspect of Basie’s in-studio recordings: The Small Groups; The Arrangers; The Orchestra; and The Singers. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99. Item #5942683 $11.95

**CD** THERMA CARPENTER: *Seems Like Old Times* A versatile songstress with an eclectic career, Carpenter is featured in 26 classic tracks: Love Grows on the White Oak Tree; She’s Funny That Way; All of My Love; These Foolish Things; Seems Like Old Times; I Must Have That Man; I’m a Fool About Someone; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $15.99. Item #6620809 $2.95

**CD** BENNY CARTER WITH THE CHOCOLATE DANDIES 1928-1934 Comprised by Mezz Mezzrow and His Orchestra, Benny Carter and the Chocolate Dandies perform 24 big band standards, including Swing It; Synthetic Love; You’re Not the One for Me; Blue Interlude; Once Upon a Time; Blue Lou; Sendin’ the Vipers; Shoot the Works; Dream Lullaby; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #5935464 $6.95


**CD** BILLIE HOLIDAY: *God Bless the Child* This collection of 12 tracks from a seminal influence on jazz and pop reveals the one of a kind sound that paved the road for future artists. Songs include Everybody Happens to Me; Please Don’t Talk About Me When I’m Gone; Creepers; Creepers; God Bless the Child; Ain’t Nobody’s Business; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. Item #6607729 $5.95

**CD** JERRY COLONNA: *Sings & Swings the Dixieland Way* The well-known comedy entertainer crosses over into the realm of music, bringing his vocal and trombone skills to a collection of 33 recordings. Waterfront Blues; Mardi Gras Parade; Singin’ in the Rain; Post No Bills; Slippery When Trees; and more. Jasmine Records. Item #6605168 $5.95

**CD** BLUES AND SCOUNDRELS: *The Complete History of the Blues* The complete history of the blues, spanning some 100 years, this collection features 100 tracks from the early 1900s to the 1950s, including blues from the Delta, the Blues, New Orleans, Chicago, and the West Coast. 10 CDs. Jasmine Records. Item #6605118 $5.95

**CD** JIMMY CLIFF: *The Best of the Early Years* 1966-1973 The very best of the early years of this reggae legend, with 32 tracks from his first two albums. Jasmine Records. Item #6605709 $5.95
Jazz - Big Bands

**CD TUBBY HAYES AND THE DOWNBEAT BIG BAND: Blues at the Manor 1959-60** Makes available two previously unreleased sessions by the London-based jazz outfit. The find was recorded under studio conditions at Ronnie Baker's Gerrard Street club, while the second marks the band's sole broadcast appearance, featuring the added attraction of guest performer Victor Feldman. Fourteen tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #5923263

**PRICE CUT to $2.95

**CD KENNY BAKER’S DOZEN LIVE AT THE BBC 1957** Widely regarded as the best British jazz trumpeter and cornettist of the post-war era, Kenny Baker and his band are featured in two BBC Radio broadcasts from February 1957. With an array of top British jazz names, these previously unavailable performances include tracks like John’s Idea; It’s Only a Paper Moon; Cherry Point; Mood for Trumpet; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #595128

**CD TEDDY BUCKNER & HIS ALL STARS: Live at The Club Hangover Two CDs bring together previously unissued live broadcast recordings, captured at San Francisco’s Club Hangover in 1955. Teddy Buckner & His All Stars make it a party with 28 tracks including I've Found a New Baby; Bucket’s Got a Hole in it; Diminished Blues; Tiger Rag, Panama Rag; Tailgate Ramble; Basin Street Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. Item #5908256

**PRICE CUT to $2.95

**CD COUNT BASIE: Giants of the Big Band Era** An icon of jazz, this pianist, organist, and composer was popular from 1924 to 1984, and became the influence of many future musicians. Here are 12 of his most popular songs including One O’Clock Jump; Everyday; I Have My blues, The King; John’s Idea; Jumpin’ at the Woodside; Shorty George; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5807785

**$3.95

**CD STAN GETZ: Melody Express 1948-52** The tenor saxophonist celebrated as the finest ballad player in all of jazz. Getz gives us four years of unforgettable music in this collection. Twenty-six songs include Pannonia Morning; Golden Spring; Potter’s Luck; Time on My Hands; Fools Rush In (with an alternate take); and more. Jazzmine Records. Item #6606008

$5.95

**CD KING CURTIS: Azure The rare Everest LP by the legendary saxophonist, revived in CD form. Fourteen tracks include Close Your Eyes; Unchained Melody; Off Shore; Nearness of You; Muddy Stranger; When I Fall in Love; It Ain’t Necessarily So; Our Love Is Here to Stay; My Love Is Your Love; Sweet Baby blues. The King; John’s Idea; Jumpin’ at the Woodside; Shorty George; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5909902

**$4.95

**CD PHINEAS NEWBORN JR: The Classic Albums 1956-1962** Collection of less than ten essential albums recorded by the legendary jazz pianist. Here are Phineas; Phineas’ Rainbow; While My Lady Sleeps; Music from Jamaica; Fabulous Phineas; We Three; Phineas Newborn Plays Again; Piano Portraits; I Love a Piano; and World Piano! Over 80 tracks on live CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.95. Item #4559959

**$14.95

**CD DICK MORISSREY – ON THE SPOT: Complete Recordings 1961-63** The arrival of tenor saxophonist Dick Morrissey onto the British jazz scene in the early 1960s gave musical “Father of the Tenor Saxophone,” Coleman Hawkins. He joins fellow greats like Stanley Black and Freddy Johnson on piano. Albert Morrissey Gets Hip; The Birth of the Blues; Close Shave; Blue Skies; John Kirby Special and more. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6619126

**$9.95

**CD COLEMAN HAWKINS: Intimate 1934-38** Collects a variety of neglected duos, trios and quartet recordings featuring the iconic tenor saxophonist. Features the timeless “Father of the Tenor Saxophone,” Coleman Hawkins. He joins fellow greats like Stanley Black and Freddy Johnson on piano. Albert Harris on guitar, and more in 27 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #5924766

**$2.95

**CD WOODY HERMAN: Woodshedding’ with Woody Herman led one of the most exciting big bands of his day, and this 16-track collection is proof. The title song joins other notable melodies like Wood Chopper’s Ball; Blue Flame; and Mambo Heat, as well as Amen Heav Man; Northwest Passage; I Cover the Waterfront; Baby I Need You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #5909902

$4.95

**CD THE CLARENCE WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1921-37** Brings together 50 tracks from across Williams’ most active and influential years, drawing from a variety of line-ups including the “hot jazz” ensembles and his washboard bands. This early jazz giant joins the likes of Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, King Oliver, Coleman Hawkins and others on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5933137

**$7.95

**CD ALLAN GANLEY: The Complete Quartet & Jazzmakers Sessions 1957-59** Among the subtlest and most consistent drummers of his generation, Allan Ganley is renowned for his work in the front line. This release includes the contents of two incredibly rare EPs featuring Ganley’s quartet, Gone Ganley and The High Priest, together with the Jazzmakers’ eponymous debut album. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #356669X

**$7.95

**CD TOMMY FLANAGAN PLAYS THE MUSIC OF HAROLD ARLEN** The Detroit jazzman leads on piano, backed by the bass of George Mraz, the drums of Connie Kay, and the last track, the vocals of Helen Merrill, in nine recordings: Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea; Over the Rainbow; Jamaica; Street Angel; Out of This World; Happy; and more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6531819

**$9.95

**CD THE JOHN KIRBY Sextet: Biggest Little Band in the Land** Kirby is on bass, joined by Charles Shavers on trumpet, Russell Procope on alto sax, Buster Bailey on clarinet, Bily Kyle on piano, and O’Neil Spencer on drums for over 20 recordings. Includes Mr. Haydn Gets Hip; The Birth of the Blues; Close Shave; Blue Skies; John Kirby Special and more. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #66336X

**$9.95

**CD FROM DIXIE TO SWING** The Dick Wellstood All-Stars celebrates the New York take on Dixieland music–classicism in a propulsive improvisation. Eight tracks feature the likes of Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, Sidney DeParis, and many others. MVD Audio. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6631525

**$5.95

**CD SERGE GAINSBOURG COLLECTION 1958-62** An artist, painter, composer, singer, and provocateur, Serge Gainsbourg was a stand-alone personality in French popular culture. Drawn from his early career, these 53 French-language tracks employ a unique blend of jazz roots with the chanson gene and a wicked sense of humor. Covers the entirety of his first four albums, plus EP tracks, live recordings, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. Item #5921201

**$4.95

**CD ART TATUM: Body & Soul Fourteen tracks by a pianist who was peerless in mastery and ingenuity. Body and Soul; Sometimes I’m Happy; Baby Doll; Watch Over Me; Yesterday; Willow Weep for Me; Begin the Beguine; Love for Sale; Jitterbug Waltz; You Took Advantage of Me; It’s the Talk of the Town; She’s Funny That Way; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. Item #5963833

**$9.95

**CD LOUIS JORDAN LIVE!** The old master is in blazing form, backed by superb jazzmen for ten great tracks. Using his hits as the starting point for wonderful improvisation, this performance includes renditions of Let the Good Times Roll; Ain’t Nobody Here But Us Chickens; Hard Head Mother.” Document. Pub. at $16.99. Item #9771012

**$9.95

**CD JIMMY SCOTT: Milestone Proflles A distinctive jazz vocalist, Jimmy Scott brings his penetratin ter sonal sound to 11 tracks: Smile; Moonlight Mood Indigo; Without A Song; You Don’t Know What Love Is; Darn That Dream; Pennies from Heaven; Strange Fruit; How Long Has This Milestone. Museum. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6633362

**$7.95

**CD THE CLARENCE WOODS COLLECTION** The Detroit jazzman leads on piano, backed by the bass of George Mraz, the drums of Connie Kay, and the last track, the vocals of Helen Merrill, in nine recordings: Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea; Over the Rainbow; Jamaica; Street Angel; Out of This World; Happy; and more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6531819

**$9.95
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**CD THE CLARENCE WOODS COLLECTION** The Detroit jazzman leads on piano, backed by the bass of George Mraz, the drums of Connie Kay, and the last track, the vocals of Helen Merrill, in nine recordings: Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea; Over the Rainbow; Jamaica; Street Angel; Out of This World; Happy; and more. Inner City Records. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6531819

**$9.95

**CD JIMMY SCOTT: Milestone Proflles A distinctive jazz vocalist, Jimmy Scott brings his penetratin ter sonal sound to 11 tracks: Smile; Moonlight Mood Indigo; Without A Song; You Don’t Know What Love Is; Darn That Dream; Pennies from Heaven; Strange Fruit; How Long Has This Milestone. Museum. Pub. at $17.99. Item #6633362

**$7.95
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**CD KING OLIVER AND HIS ORCHESTRA 1929-1930** Signed by the Victor label in 1928, King Oliver had a reputation that preceded him on the jazz and blues scene. Whether he was singing or directing, these 43 early tracks represent a shining period for the storied performer. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD CAB CALLOWAY AND HIS ORCHESTRA, VOLUME 1: The Early Years 1930-1934** Dig up the roots of this legendary jazz performer with 94 remastered tracks from his early career. Four CDs come packed to the brim with songs like Some of These Days; I'm Crazy Bout My Baby; Sweet Georgia Brown; Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea; Reefer Man; Moonlight Rhapody; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD COLEMAN HAMILTON: Bean Soup** The tenor sax star performs in 23 classic tracks: Snack; I Surrender Dear; I Can't Believe That I Love You; Dedication; Mop Mop; My Ideal; I Only Have Eyes for You; Make Believe; Just One Of Those Things; Memories; A Shanty in Old Shanty Town; Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

**CD THE EDDIE CONDON COLLECTION 1927-60** A leading figure in what is known as the "Chicago school" of early Dixieland jazz, the legendary guitarist, banjoist, and bandleader is revived for a 46-track collection spanning his amazing career. Encompassing a fascinating range of styles, it even features extracts from rarely-heard radio and TV broadcasts. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99

**CD JIMMIE LUNCEFORD: Jazznocracy** One of the most exciting performers in big band music gives us 20 tracks. The title track joins Flaming Reeds and New Orleans Boogie; Heat; Mood Indigo; Rose Room (In Sunny Roseland); Strat CB; Stomp It Off; Rhythm Is Our Business; Sleepy-time Gal; Harlem Shout; For Dancers Only; Margie; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD TOMMY DORSEY: I'm Getting Sentimental over You** Return to the music of the Big Band era with elegant trombonist and outstanding band leader Tommy Dorsey, performing such favorites as I've Got a Feeling You're Foolin'; Boogie Woogie; Tin Roof Blues; Swayme River; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $16.99

**CD EDDIE LANG & JOE VENTI: The New York Sessions 1925-1926** An unlikely duo who together established their respective instruments–guitar and violin–in the jazz canon. Lang and Venuti are highlighted in a collection of great remastered music. Featuring performances with Williams, Jimmy Dorsey and more, these four CDs compile nearly 100 tracks recorded in New York City. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD THE EARL HINES ALL STARS: Live at Club Hangover, San Francisco, April-May 1957** Collects most of five bonus performances and weekend recordings at the San Francisco venue, complete with Earl Hines's spoken introductions. The recording and sound quality are excellent, and the shows capture the excitement and inhibition of the live club atmosphere, with musicians playing with relaxed freedom. Twenty-eight tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD COUNT BASIE JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1952** From Red Bank Boogie and Blue Sentimental to Jimmy's Blues and One O'Clock Jump, here are 20 golden jewel box gems from "The Kid from Red Bank," a household-name bandleader who knew few equals. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD THE BOOGIE HUES with a Beat** One of the most exciting of the early 1950s, the Griffs perform 23 classic tracks including Little Red Rooster; Stubborn as a Mule; Hot Pepper; I'll Get a Deal; Stormy Night; Blues with a Beat; The Woody; Carolina Moon; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD MR & MRS MUSIC: Frances Wayne with Neal Hefti and His Orchestra Twenty-eight tracks are alive with Frances Wayne's captivating voice, led effortlessly by the big band icon Neal Hefti. Includes Chemin' on Me; Old Jack; Corner to Corner; Regular Man; Lonesome and More. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD CHARLES MINGUS: The Unique** One of the last recordings from this session brings Mingus together with Gerry Mulligan on baritone sax, Woody Shaw on trumpet, Ricky Ford on tenor sax and Dannie Richmond on drums. Ten tracks include Peggy's Blue Skylight; Fables of Faubus; Farewell, Farewell; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD BOBBY SMITH: "Tippin' In"** Smith joins The Larks, Eddie Mack, Willie Bryant and Bob Range for 28 tracks, including Tippin' In; Hey Little Girl; Don't Shake Those Hands; The Red House. Includes a substan ti al portion of the legendary phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD BIG JOE TURNER: The Essential '40s Collection** One of the greatest shouters of the post-war era, Big Joe Turner's formative years come into the light in this 54-track collection. Joined by some of the best accompanists and soloists of his time, he delivers recordings like Going Away Blues; Cherry Red; Ice Man; I'm Still in the Dark; Morning Glory; Born to Gamble; Wish I Had a Dollar; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD LOUIS ARMSTRONG: COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: The First Decade 1923-32** Nearly 50 tracks shine a spotlight on the first key decade of a jazz icon. Includes early recordings with King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band, Fletcher Henderson's Orchestra and Clarence Williams's Blue Five. Before drawing on his Five and Hot Seven, and tracks from Hard Way; I'm Old Fashioned; and more. EMJ Music. Pub. at $32.99

**CD Louis Jordan and His Tympany Five 1939-1950** The man dubbed "King of the Jukebox" comes roaring back to life with 131 remastered and re-engineered tracks--that's over six hours of classic jazz and swing sounds! Includes Honey in the Bee Ball; Down Dirty Shame; Psycho Loco; Baby It's Cold Outside; Read It From My Eyes, and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD LAWRENCE WELK: Calculat/Yellow Bird** Best known for the Lawrence Welk Show, that recognizable big band king plays his talents to 26 classic tracks. Calculat/April in Portugal; Bombay; The King; Blue Tango; Runaway; My Love for You; Heartbreak Hotel; Love Those Eyes; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARDO!** It began life as a vaudville routine performed by a number of black performers at New York's Apollo Theatre. Musician Jack McVea wrote a song to go with the routine, and it became such a staple that many different artists offered their own renditions. Presented in this collection are notable takes on the theme by everyone from Count Basie to The Charioteers, plus several other songs that sprang from the phenomenon it started. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD BUDDY GRECO: Hot Nights & Ready for Your Love** Twenty-nine tracks comprise two albums recorded by Greco in L.A. in 1982 and 1984, both featuring a substantial proportion of contemporary soul and ADR material and arrangements. The result is a cohesive creative piece that highlights a somewhat different side of this jazz artist's versatility. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD COOL CHET** Twenty-five smooth tracks by jazz trumpet great Chet Baker. Let's Get Lost; Good Morning Valentine; Angel Eyes; My Funny Valentine; It Could Happen to You; The Thrill Is Gone; Alone Together; When I Fall In Love; Embraceable You; Deep in That Dream; Do It; and more. EMJ Music. Pub. at $32.99
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**CD FATS DOMINO: Platinum**

One of jazz’s biggest names gives us 12 treasured toe-tappers: Blueberry Hill; Ain’t That a Shame?; Walking to New Orleans; Whole Lotta Loving; I’m Walkin’; Valley of Tears; I Want to Walk You Home; I’m in Love Again; I’m Ready; It’s You I Love; Going to the River; and EMI Music.

Jambalaya (On the Bayou). Item #58413X

$6.95

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**DVD MARIAH CAREY: The Adventures of Mimi Widescreen**

Her most successful tour ever, The Adventures of Mimi, found Mariah Carey drawing on songs from her 15-year career, many performed live for the first time. Shot in High Definition and recorded in Digital Surround Sound, this 2006 tour also features an appearance by Boyz II Men. Includes a bonus DVD plus an interactive CD-ROM. 165 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98

Item #5560768

$5.95

**CD THE AMAZING NINA SIMONE The transcendent vocalist performs in 15 tracks: Cotton Eyed Joe; Porgy; Forbidden Fruit; Gin House Blues; Nina’s Blues, Summertime, The Other Woman; Ediza Jane; Work Song; You Can Have Him; and Exactly Like You. Acrobat.

Item #5878500

$4.95

**CD DEE DEE SHARP: Hurry on Down, It’s Mashed Potato Time**

Four complete albums plus bonus tracks by an artist notable for her transcendent mix of soul, gospel, and pop sounds. Over 50 recordings in all, includes all of It’s Mashed Potato Time; Songs of Faith: All the Hits by Dee Dee Sharp; and Down to Earth–Chubby Checker and Dee Dee Sharp. Two CDs. Jasmine Records.

Item #5853915

$4.95

**CD SCREAMIN’ JAY HAWKINS: The Singles Collection**

The eclectic brilliance of a fearless musical trail-blazer of the late-50s is highlighted on two CDs, collecting many of his most influential recordings. Thirty-seven tracks include I Put a Spell on You; Little Demon; Freight Train; Alligator Wine. Take Me Back: Temptation; Ol Man River; and more. Not Now Music.

Item #6628277

$7.95

**CD SONNY TERRY: Blues the Experience**

The roots of this distinctly American sound with 16 tracks by the influential harmonica player. Includes Mean Old Man and No Good Woman; Train Whistle Blues; New Love Blues; The New John Henry; Harmonica and Washboard Breakdown; Somebody’s Been Talkin’; You Got to Have Your Dollar; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5909056

$4.95

**CD CLARENCE CARTER SINGS PATCHES AND OTHER GREAT HITS**

A voice that comes clear out of southern soul, Carter performs 12 tracks: Patches; Got a Thing About You Baby; You Talk Too Much; Starting All Over Again; Woman Don’t Go Astray; Backstabbers; Everybody Plays the Fool; Drift Away; You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me; Easy; Brickhouse; and Lovely Day. Acrobat.

Item #5953309

$4.95

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD ESTHER PHILLIPS: Release Me–The Early Years 1950–1962**

Discover the smooth sounds of Esther Phillips in this 4 CD collection of her R&B songs. Some of the best tracks include gems like Double Crossing Blues; Misery; Mistrustin’ Blues; Looking for a Man; Safely My Soul; Cryin’ and Singin’ the Blues; Street Lights; Cherry Wine. Do You Ever Think of Me; Release Me; and others. Reel to Reel.

Item #6971768

$14.95

**CD THE VERY BEST OF BO DIDDLEY: The Millennium Collection**

One of rock’s founding fathers to your collection with 12 must-have tracks. Bo Diddley: I’m A Man; Ovaltine Daddy, Who Do You Love?: Mona; I’m Sorry; Deepest Darkest; Say Man; Crackin’ Up; Don’t Let It Go (Hold on to What You Got); Road Runner; and You Can’t Judge a Book by Its Cover. Universal Music.

Item #5560768

$4.95

**CD LADIES SING THE BLUES**

The most influential women of classic blues music come together for a set of 75 essentials. Includes powerful performances from Billie Holiday’s Down South So Long; Auntha Franklin, Lona Home, Anita O’Day, Sarah Vaughan, Peggy Lee, Etta Jones, Eartha Kitt, and many others. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6628252

$11.95

**CD LEADBELLY: American Folk & Blues Anthology**

The legacy of Leadbeats lives on in this three CD set featuring 75 of his finest recordings. Includes House of the Rising Sun; Midnight Special; Bull Weevil; Kisses Sweeter than Wine; Rock Island Line; Pick a Bale O’ Cotton; and many more. Not Now Music.

Item #6602842

$11.95

**CD NINA SIMONE: Forbidden Fruit/Sings Ellington**

Ranking among the likes of Billie Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald, Simone’s rare vocal talent is captured in two original albums for the Colpix Label. The 10-track Forbidden Fruit and 11-track Sings Ellington are joined by eight bonus tracks like Come on People! Take Me Back, Jack and Cotton Eyed Joe. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6629201

$5.95

**CD SLEEPY JOHN ESTES: Working Man Blues**

An authentic voice of classic rural blues, Sleepy John Estes is highlighted in 25 tracks. Includes The Girl I Love She Got Long Curly Hair; Broken Hearted Raggidy and Dirty Too; Milk Cow Blues; Expression Blues; Down South Blues; Easin’ Back to Tennessee. Working Man Blues; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5979094

$4.95

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

**CD THE INK SPOT: The Ultimate Collection**

Head back to the roots of the vocal group tradition with one of its most influential groups. Clocking in at over two hours of music, this newly remastered set presents the group’s 50 essential songs, from If I Didn’t Care and I’m Getting Sentimental Over You to I’ll Remember April and One Shoe Off My Foot.

Item #6639347

$7.95

**CD MAGIC SAM & SHAKEY JAKE: Live at Sylvia’s, 1966**

This live 1966 performance captures 17 blues performances: Juke; Reconsider Baby; Just Like a Fish; Dirty Work Going On; Rock Me Baby; I Can’t Please You; Just Got to Know; I’m Tore Down; Baby Scratch My Back; Sawed Off Shotgun; Backstroke; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

Item #6639347

$7.95

**CD NINA SIMONE: Forbidden Fruit/Sings Ellington**

Ranking among the likes of Billie Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald, Simone’s rare vocal talent is captured in two original albums for the Colpix Label. The 10-track Forbidden Fruit and 11-track Sings Ellington are joined by eight bonus tracks like Come on People! Take Me Back, Jack and Cotton Eyed Joe. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

Item #6629201

$5.95

**CD SLEEPY JOHN ESTES: Working Man Blues**

An authentic voice of classic rural blues, Sleepy John Estes is highlighted in 25 tracks. Includes The Girl I Love She Got Long Curly Hair; Broken Hearted Raggidy and Dirty Too; Milk Cow Blues; Expression Blues; Down South Blues; Easin’ Back to Tennessee. Working Man Blues; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5979094

$4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SON HOUSE:</strong> Live at Oberlin College, April 15, 1965</td>
<td>Son House was one of the truly legendary figures in blues and folk music. This recording was taped “live” at one of his appearances. The six tracks included here are Son’s in-person performances.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Z.Z. HILL:</strong> A Man Needs a Woman</td>
<td>This CD collects 12 songs from the American blues singer, including Ain’t No Use; Second Chance; Hold Back I Think I’ll Do It; Touch ‘em With Love, and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROOSEVELT SYKES:</strong> The Honey Dripper</td>
<td>A piano player whose influence cannot be overstated. Sykes is featured in 18 vintage tracks. The title song joins Boot That Thing, Roosevelt’s Blues, Ten and Four Blues, Give Me Your Change; She’s in My Blood; 33 and Lonely Day; Ups and Down Blues; 47th Street Jive; Honeysuckle Rose; and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEN E. KING:</strong> Stand by Me</td>
<td>Thirty-two tracks collect original hit recordings from king’s solo and vocal group years. Includes digitally remastered cuts of Stand By Me; Spanish Harlem; Sweet and Gentle; Granada; Save the Last Dance for Me (With The Drifters); Kiss and Make Up (With the Drifters); and many more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JAMES COTTON:</strong> Two Sides of the Blues</td>
<td>Nine tracks from the American blues harmonica player and singer include Good Time Charlie; There Is Someone On Your Mind; Turn On Your Lovelight; Jelly, Jelly; South Side Boogie; So Glad I’m Living; Diggin’ My Potatoes; V8 Ford Blues, and Polly Put the Kettle On.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MUDDY WATERS ANTHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td>Seventy-five blues classics represent one of the greatest performers of his time. Includes I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man; They Call Me Blues; Make Me Happy; Sittin’ On Top of the World; She’s All Right; When I Get To Thinking; Lonesome Road Blues; Diamonds at Your Feet; Goof My Mind; Muddy Jumps One; and more.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LLOYD PRICE:</strong> All of Me</td>
<td>Twenty tracks from the blues icon and rock ’n’ roll founding father: Everyday I Have the Blues; Bad Luck; Three O’Clock Blues; Please Love Me; Don’t Want a Man Like Me; Ruby Lee; Boogie Woogie Woman; Blind Love; Ten Long Years; Did You Ever Love a Woman; Lonely and Blue; and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KING:</strong> Brothers in Blues</td>
<td>Twenty tracks from the blues icon and rock ’n’ roll founding father: Everyday I Have the Blues; Bad Luck; Three O’Clock Blues; Please Love Me; Don’t Want a Man Like Me; Ruby Lee; Boogie Woogie Woman; Blind Love; Ten Long Years; Did You Ever Love a Woman; Lonely and Blue; and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE DEFINITIVE LEAD BELLY</strong></td>
<td>Fifty of the finest recordings by one of the most important bluesmen in music history, remastered for a new generation to enjoy. Includes Goodnight Irene; Rock Island Line; Midnight Special; John Hardy; Where Did You Sleep Last Night; and many more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BROOK BENTON:</strong> There’s a Woman</td>
<td>This album features 13 tracks of Brook Benton’s music. Includes I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man; They Call Me Blues; Make Me Happy; Sittin’ On Top of the World; She’s All Right; When I Get To Thinking; Lonesome Road Blues; Diamonds at Your Feet; Goof My Mind; Muddy Jumps One; and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOWLIN’ WILLIAMS:</strong> The Very Best of Larry Williams</td>
<td>Enjoy Larry’s playful mix of R&amp;B and rock ‘n roll with 30 original recordings that represent his greatest work. Two CDs included in this set are High School Dance; Bony Morocco; Short Fat Fanner; Dizzy; Miss Lissi; Peaches and Cream; Just Because; and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JON HENDRICKS:</strong> A Good Git Together</td>
<td>Two original Hendricks albums on one CD. Includes all ten tracks of A Good Git Together and all 13 tracks of the Blues Song, featuring two of the greatest vocalists in R&amp;B history (“What’s Right,” “You Deceived Me”).</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION,</strong> 1951-62</td>
<td>This collection of 52 tracks recorded for MGM features greats like I’m Your Hoochie Coochie Man; They Call Me Blues; Make Me Happy; Sittin’ On Top of the World; She’s All Right; When I Get To Thinking; Lonesome Road Blues; Diamonds at Your Feet; Goof My Mind; Muddy Jumps One; and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMSON:</strong> A Man Needs a Woman</td>
<td>This CD collects 12 songs from the American blues singer, including Ain’t No Use; Second Chance; Hold Back I Think I’ll Do It; Touch ‘em With Love, and more.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIKE HOUSTON:</strong> Jimmy’s Blues 1945-1951</td>
<td>Experience a jazz legend’s development with 25 tracks drawn from his earliest years. From his first attempts to emulate the piano blues of Walter Davis to his rocking jump bands of the early ’50s, it’s all here!</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660546X</td>
<td><strong>CD MARVIN GAYE: A Stubborn Kind of Fellow</strong> Return to the roots of one of the greatest voices in R&amp;B and soul with recordings from 1957-1962. Nine opening tracks go back to the very beginning. Featuring Gaye as a backing vocalist and collaborator. Then it's the 11 tracks of The Soulful Moods of Marvin Gaye, plus eight more bonus singles. Jasmine Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6668400</td>
<td><strong>CD BO CARTER &amp; THE MISSISSIPPI SHEIKS</strong> His first album includes his agile guitar playing, clear voice and witty, risque lyrics. Bo Carter gets a 100-track set compiling some of his best work. Also featuring Charlie McCoy, the Chatmon Brothers, and more of Bo's contemporaries, these vintage cuts include everything from Good Old Tippin' Greens to What You Want Your Daddy to Do. Four CDs. JSP Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6668109</td>
<td><strong>CD MEMPHIS JUG STOMPERS</strong> One of the most famous groups to come out of the jug bands, the Stompers' exuberant team is highlighted in a rare collection of nearly 100 vintage tracks, remastered for a new generation. Includes Sun Brimmer's Blues; Sometimes I Think I Love You; Prison Wall Blues; Money Never Runs Out; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>665964</td>
<td><strong>CD JUNIOR WELLS: The Blues is Alright! Live!</strong> This live recording traces through a program of classic R&amp;B and Junior's stellar blues hits. Among the 17 tracks included, One Way Out; Today, I Started Loving You Again; Got My Mojo Workin'; Turnin' Point; and many more. Two CDs. RockBeat Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6669348</td>
<td><strong>CD IKE &amp; TINA TURNER: It's Gonna Work Out Fine</strong> Explore the roots of a storied partnership with 27 tracks from 1959-1962. Compiling the albums The Soul of Ike and Tina Turner and Dynamic, plus an assortment of bonus singles, it includes songs like I'm Jealous; Letter from Tina; A Fool in Love; My Love; The Argument; and more. Jasmine Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6636225</td>
<td><strong>CD BLOWIN’ THE BLUES AWAY</strong> The Bob Wilber Quintet Each of nine selections highlights a different facet of the blues, exploring the many directions the genre has taken over the years. The Bob Wilber Quintet (featuring Clark Terry) perform After Midnight; Please Blues Go On Away from here; Soulful Serenade; Baisie Eyes; The Maryland Farmer; and more. Classic Jazz Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6631428</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DEEP RIVER Boys: London Harmony</strong> The trio that helped pave the way for several influential R&amp;B groups, The Deep River Boys perform 43 hits from their vast repertoire like Too-Whit Too Whoo; Down in the Glen; September Song; It's No Sin; Too Young; and Ashes of Roses, plus renditions of standards like That Lucky Old Sun and I Won't Cry Anymore. Two CDs. Acrobat.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908213</td>
<td><strong>CD IKE &amp; TINA TURNER: So Fine Before</strong> The Ike &amp; Tina Turner Revue signed with United Artists Records, Ike Turner took a series of recording sessions for his own label and recorded for the first time on CD, here are all 18 of the original vocal tracks as released on Pompeii LPs and singles.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908302</td>
<td>**CD THE IMPRESSIONS: Come To My Party/Fan the Fire Two original albums by Chicago's R&amp;B vocal group, collected onto one CD. Fifteen tracks include Come to My Party; I Could Never Make You Stay; This Can't Be Real; Maybe I'm Mistaken; Fan the Fire; I Don't Wanna Lose Your Love; You're Mine; I Surrender; Take Everything; and more. SPV.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6675477</td>
<td><strong>CD JUKE JOINTS 3</strong> Four CDs compile the vintage recordings that brought life into the jive joints of yesteryear. Over a hundred tracks in all, it includes notable numbers by Willie Nile; Slim Harpo; Honeyboy, Earl Hollie; Smokey Hogg; Count's Jim; Jimmy Rogers, Homesick James, Lightnin' Slim, Big Joe Williams, and more. JSP Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6711685</td>
<td><strong>CD JACKIE WILSON: You Better Know It</strong> Twenty-nine tracks collect Wilson's U.S. and U.K. chart hits, recorded between 1957 and 1962. Includes his take on Reet Petite; To Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Talk That Talk; My Empty Arms; Your One and Only Love; Lonely Life; My Heart Belongs to Only You; and more. Jasmine Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6705211</td>
<td><strong>CD THE BEST OF THE JIMMY FARLOWE: Ride on Baby</strong> Two CDs comprise all the greatest tracks by this underrated British talent. Includes The Fool; Treat Her Good; Tint; Don't Just Look at me; Out of Time; Baby Make It Soon; Headlines; We're Doing Fine; (I Can't Get No) Satisfaction; In The Midnight Hour; and more. Atom Music.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908562</td>
<td><strong>CD WEST COAST DOWN HOME BLUES</strong> Head out West for 25 vintage tracks that exemplify the impact of the blues sound on California. Includes numbers by Sonny Boy Williamson, Black Diamond, John Hogg, Slim Green, Smokey Hogg, Mercy Dee, James Tisdom, Ernest McClay, and many others. Acrobat.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6765165</td>
<td><strong>CD DUKE ROBILLARD AND HIS DAMES OF RHYTHM</strong> The blues guitarist performs with Sunny Crownover, Kelley Hunt, Elizabeth McGovern, Maria Muldair, Madeleine Peyroux, and Catherine Russell across 15 tracks including From Monday On, Got the South in My Soul; Please Don't Talk About Me When I'm Gone; Squeeze Me; Walking Stick; and more. M.C. Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908543</td>
<td><strong>CD THE ORIGINAL SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, VOLUME 1</strong> The innovator who helped turn the harmonica from a novelty into a key element of blues instrumentation, Sonny Boy Williamson is celebrated on a remastered set of 100 vintage recordings. On four CDs, he joins Robert Lee McCoy, Big Joe Williams, Elijah Jones, Yank Rachell, Speckled Red, and others. JSP Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908302</td>
<td><strong>CD BLOWING' THE BLUES AWAY</strong> The Bob Wilber Quintet Each of nine selections highlights a different facet of the blues, exploring the many directions the genre has taken over the years. The Bob Wilber Quartet (featuring Clark Terry) perform After Midnight; Please Blues Go On Away from here; Soulful Serenade; Baisie Eyes; The Maryland Farmer; and more. Classic Jazz Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6668109</td>
<td><strong>CD MEMPHIS JUG STOMPERS</strong> One of the most famous groups to come out of the jug bands, the Stompers' exuberant team is highlighted in a rare collection of nearly 100 vintage tracks, remastered for a new generation. Includes Sun Brimmer's Blues; Sometimes I Think I Love You; Prison Wall Blues; Money Never Runs Out; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>665964</td>
<td><strong>CD JUNIOR WELLS: The Blues is Alright! Live!</strong> This live recording traces through a program of classic R&amp;B and Junior's stellar blues hits. Among the 17 tracks included, One Way Out; Today, I Started Loving You Again; Got My Mojo Workin'; Turnin' Point; and many more. Two CDs. RockBeat Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660546X</td>
<td><strong>CD MARVIN GAYE: A Stubborn Kind of Fellow</strong> Return to the roots of one of the greatest voices in R&amp;B and soul with recordings from 1957-1962. Nine opening tracks go back to the very beginning. Featuring Gaye as a backing vocalist and collaborator. Then it's the 11 tracks of The Soulful Moods of Marvin Gaye, plus eight more bonus singles. Jasmine Records.</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5990785</td>
<td><strong>CD AN INTRODUCTION TO JOHNNY COPLAND</strong> Featuring greatest hits, unreleased rarities, 24-bit remastering and new liner notes, these 16 tracks are a perfect primer for this blues giant. Includes <em>Down on Beulah's Knee; Please Let Me Know; Hear What I Said; Late Hours; I Need You Now; Hiebie Jiebies; Just One More Time; and more.</em> Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5934923</td>
<td><strong>CD LYNN HOPE:</strong> Blow Lynn Blow The sax star known in his time as &quot;The Amazing Man with the Turban,&quot; Lynn Hope dominated the R&amp;B Top Ten in 1950, and this magnificent 25-track set makes a great case for why. Includes two previously unissued tracks, as well as Free and Easy, Blow Lynn Blow; She's Feeling That Way, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $2.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5971379</td>
<td><strong>CD FATS DOMINO:</strong> The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection Features this R&amp;B singer-songwriter and pianist including Please Don't Leave Me, Thinking of You; Poor Me; Blueberry Hill; My Blue Heaven. What Will I Tell My Heart?; I'm Walkin'; Whole Lotta Lovin'; My Girl Josephine; and more. 3 CDs. Big3.</td>
<td><strong>9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908442</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DELTA RHYTHM BOYS:</strong> I Dreamt I Dwelt in Harlem Twenty 1941 recordings from the black vocal group: Little Liza (I Love You); Keep On Goin'; Walk Till I Put On My Crown; The Boll Weevil. Includes Save Da Wheel; Bugle Woogie; Do You Care; Conversation at Midnight; It Was Wonderful Then; La Cucaracha; Dry Bones; Certainly Lost; Mighty Day; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908442</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DELTA RHYTHM BOYS:</strong> I Dreamt I Dwelt in Harlem Twenty 1941 recordings from the black vocal group: Little Liza (I Love You); Keep On Goin'; Walk Till I Put On My Crown; The Boll Weevil. Includes Save Da Wheel; Bugle Woogie; Do You Care; Conversation at Midnight; It Was Wonderful Then; La Cucaracha; Dry Bones; Certainly Lost; Mighty Day; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5905862</td>
<td><strong>CD BUDDY WHITE:</strong> The Panama Limited The essence of the blues, captured in 16 glorious tracks! Buddy White brings his larger-than-life persona to Aberdeen Mississippi Blues; Buddy's Jitterbug Swing; Special Stream Line; High Fever Blues; District Attorney Blues; Fixin' to Die Blues; Where Can I Change My Clothes?; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5788972</td>
<td><strong>CD ROY BROWN:</strong> Good Rockin' Tonight Live in San Francisco Royal joins Mark Nafflun on piano and Ron Thompson on guitar–with a guest appearance by Pee Wee Crayton–for these 1947/48/49/50/51/52/53/54/55/56/57/58/59 performances. Includes Big Bill Broonzy and Washboard Sam. Includes Don't You Scandalize My Name; Sarah Jane; You're Laughing Now; I'm Gonna Get It; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906555</td>
<td><strong>CD HARLEM BLUES</strong> Drawn from the genre’s greatest era, here are 25 tracks by the best of Harlem’s blues scene. Includes old favorites such as Scratch woodworking; You Better Know It; Come Back to Me; Only You, Only Me; Never Go Away; Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group.</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906555</td>
<td><strong>CD HARLEM BLUES</strong> Drawn from the genre’s greatest era, here are 25 tracks by the best of Harlem’s blues scene. Includes old favorites such as Scratch woodworking; You Better Know It; Come Back to Me; Only You, Only Me; Never Go Away; Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group.</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590668X</td>
<td><strong>CD MUDDY WATERS:</strong> Jukebox Hits 1948-1954 A name that’s synonymous with the roots of rock ‘n’ roll, Muddy Waters is featured on 20 classics, including I Feel Like Going Home; Can’t Be Satisfied; Rollin’ Stone; Walkin’ Blues; Long Distance Call; Still a Fool; Mad Love; All Night Long; She’s So Pretty; Just Make Love to Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906555</td>
<td><strong>CD HARLEM BLUES</strong> Drawn from the genre’s greatest era, here are 25 tracks by the best of Harlem’s blues scene. Includes old favorites such as Scratch woodworking; You Better Know It; Come Back to Me; Only You, Only Me; Never Go Away; Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group.</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5934842</td>
<td><strong>CD JAZZ GILLUM:</strong> Take One More Chance with Me Collects 25 gems of Chicago blues recorded between 1936 and 1949, featuring the vocals and harmonica of Jazz Gillum and support from fellow Chicago bluesmen like Big Bill Broonzy and Washboard Sam. Includes Don’t Scandalize My Name; Sarah Jane; You’re Laughing Now; I’m Gonna Get It; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908442</td>
<td><strong>CD THE JOE LIGGINS COLLECTION 1944-57</strong> In the decade following World War II, Joe Liggins earned a prominence in the R&amp;B scene for his skill as a pianist, vocalist, and bandleader. This 77-track selection draws from his singles released for the Exclusive Specialty, Mercury, and Flying Fish labels between 1944-57. Includes some of the genre’s greatest hits, from Rock Is the Answer to You’ll Never Get A Hold On Me. Twelve CDs. R &amp; B Classics.</td>
<td><strong>7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5986098</td>
<td><strong>CD THE DRIFTERS: Original Album Series</strong> The Drifters’ vocals permeate five classic original albums. Includes all of Clyde McPhatter &amp; the Drifters; Rockin’ &amp; Drivin’; Save the Last Dance for Me; Under the Boardwalk; and I’ll Take You Where the Music’s Playing, each in a cardboard sleeve reproducing the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group.</td>
<td><strong>9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596008</td>
<td><strong>CD ROY BROWN:</strong> Good Rockin' Tonight Live in San Francisco Royal joins Mark Nafflun on piano and Ron Thompson on guitar–with a guest appearance by Pee Wee Crayton–for these 1947/48/49/50/51/52/53/54/55/56/57/58/59 performances. Includes Big Bill Broonzy and Washboard Sam. Includes Don't You Scandalize My Name; Sarah Jane; You're Laughing Now; I'm Gonna Get It; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5906555</td>
<td><strong>CD HARLEM BLUES</strong> Drawn from the genre’s greatest era, here are 25 tracks by the best of Harlem’s blues scene. Includes old favorites such as Scratch woodworking; You Better Know It; Come Back to Me; Only You, Only Me; Never Go Away; Two CDs. Delta Leisure Group.</td>
<td><strong>4.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5918885</td>
<td><strong>CD SCRAPPERS BLACKWELL: Hard Time Blues</strong> Discover the roots of blues brilliance with one of the genre’s influential guitar players. Eighteen tracks include Blue Day Blues; Hard Time Blues; Down South Blues; I Believe I’ll Make a Change; Big Four Blues; Midnight Hour Blues; Barrelohouse Woman, Rocks in My Bed; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td><strong>9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5908647</td>
<td><strong>CD BUDDY JOHNSON</strong> JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1951 Buddy Johnson performs with singer Ella Johnson in 21 tracks drawn from more than a decade of great music. Pop some quarters in the jukebox for classics like Please Mr. Johnson; Baby Don’t You Cry; Walk ‘Em; I Still Love You; and many, many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95</td>
<td><strong>6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Holiday CDs & DVDs

**CD THE DAVID ROSE CHRISTMAS ALBUM** One of America's favorite conductors presents a breathtaking orchestral program of the world's most beloved Christmas melodies in this classic 1968 album. Eleven tracks include Carol of the Bells; The Little Drummer Boy; The Christmas Waltz; Toyland; The Twelve Days of Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $12.98

Item #6684610 $7.95

**CD THE BROTHERS FOUR: Merry Christmas Train** The legendary folk group's classic 1966 Christmas album gets re-issued and expanded with four bonus tracks. Includes God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen; Away in a Manger; O Holy Night; Silent Night; Twas the Night Before Christmas; and more, plus a medley. Sixteen tracks in all. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.99

Item #6684602 $9.95

**CD THE DUKE ELLINGTON ORCHESTRA: Take the Holiday Train** Nine holiday tracks from one of the most recognizable names in jazz: It's Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas; Sleigh Ride; While Christmas; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; Winter Wonderland; I'll Be Home for Christmas; Jingle Bells; Silver Bells Medley; and Auld Lang Syne. MVD Audio. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6700683 $11.95

**CD SAMMY KAYE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Want to Wish You a Merry Christmas** Kaye brings his 'swing and sway' stylings to 13 charming big band interpretations of holiday standards. The title track joins Winter Wonderland; Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer; Santa, Santa, Santa Claus; White Christmas; All Around the Christmas Tree; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

Item #6684831 $5.95

**CD THE 4 SEASONS GREETINGS** Presented in a limited mini-CD sleeve edition, this is the 1962 Christmas album (reissued in 1966 as the 4 Seasons' Christmas Album) by the legendary vocal group. Thirteen tracks include their take on What Child Is This; The Carol of the Bells; White Christmas; and many holiday medleys. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

Item #6684564 $6.95

**CD LYNN ANDERSON: The Christmas Album** The classic of Christmas and country is re-issued with four bonus tracks. Lynn offers her festive renditions of Jingle Bell Rock; The Spirit of Christmas; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer; Soon It Will Be Christmas Day; Rockin' Around the Christmas Tree; Santa Claus Is Coming to Town; (I'll Be) Home for Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98

Item #6684750 $7.95

**DVD NEW YEAR'S CELEBRATION** Widescreen. Ring in the New Year with a fireworks extravaganza—from the comfort of your living room! Shot in high definition, this fireworks display program will make your spirit soar with music, sights and sounds that celebrate the coming of a new year. 60 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

Item #5854334 $7.95

**CD KISS ME KATIE: The Broadway Musical Collection** Experience one of classic Broadway's funniest musical hits with the original cast recording, featuring Alfred Drake, Patricia Morison, and Lisa Kirk. Seventeen tracks include every toe-tapping number. Another Op'nin'; Another Show; Wunderbar; Too Darn Hot; Brush Up Your Shakespeare; and more. Pegasus Entertainment.

Item #5924979 $4.95

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

**CD THE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Play the Shows 1** Ten of the most beloved melodies to grace the Broadway stage are performed by a renowned orchestra, including Music of the Night from Phantom of the Opera; Summertime from Porgy and Bess; Dancing Queen from the Wizard of Oz; Sond in the Clowns from A Little Night Music; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5805392 $9.95

**CD ME AND JULIET** Thirteen tracks comprise the original cast recording of the musical starring Isabel Bigley, Bill Hayes, Joan McCracken, and Mark Dawson. Then, enjoy 11 more classics from the album, including Some Enchanted Evening; Love Theme from “Romeo & Juliet”; Lily Was Here; Speak Softly Love; The Wind Beneath My Wings; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5923220 $4.95

**CD ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Plays the Shows 2** The Royal Philharmonic revives 14 timeless themes from your favorite films. Relive the greatest movie moments with instrumental renditions of Take Five from The Con pollutant; Unchained Melody; Chariots of Fire; Stand By Me; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5923950 $4.95

**CD THE 4 SEASONS GREETINGS** Presented in a limited mini-CD sleeve edition, this is the 1962 Christmas album (reissued in 1966 as the 4 Seasons' Christmas Album) by the legendary vocal group. Thirteen tracks include their take on What Child Is This; The Carol of the Bells; White Christmas; and many holiday medleys. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

Item #6684564 $6.95

**CD ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Plays the Shows 2** The Royal Philharmonic adapts another set of timeless themes from productions of both stage and screen. Eleven instrumental renditions include The Sound of Silence from The Graduate; Memory from Cats; People from Funny Girl; Secret Love from Calamity Jane; Some Enchanted Evening from South Pacific; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5924867 $4.95

**CD ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Plays the Shows 3** The Royal Philharmonic preserves the original cast recording of this hit musical starring Désirée Nilsson, Don Blackman, John Raitt, and more. Twenty-five tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99

Item #5805392 $9.95

**CD ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: Plays the Shows 4** Thirty tracks from the original cast recording of 1956's landmark musical, featuring such classics as Sondheim's As Long as He Needs Me; All I Need Is Love; and more. Acrobat.

Item #5924979 $4.95

**CD THE CHRISTMAS SONG** Celebrate the holidays with a medley of familiar favorites arranged for string instrumentation by Andrew Lawford and featuring vocal performances by Peter Lawford, Jane Powell, or Ann Miller.

Item #5854334 $4.95
Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

**CD HIGHLIGHTS FROM LES MISERABLES** Thirteen of the most unforgettable numbers from the musical epic, from I Dreamed a Dream to Master of the House to Star by Star, performed by the original A-, B-, and C-Musicals. Also includes ten selected songs from another masterpiece, Miss Saigon, as performed by Cast Wayne and Kim Curnow. Delta Leisuriana. Pub. at $13.99. Sepia. Item #5640214. $5.95

**CD CABARET** Assemblies 13 musical numbers from one of the most daringly modern of musical revues, shown by Tohah Wilcox and Nigel Planer. Tracks include Overture; Wildommen; Sitting Pretty; Mein Herr; Wo Ladies; Money Money; Tomorrow Belongs to Me; Cabaret; Don’t Tell Mama; If you Could See Her; more. Acrobat. Item #5934710. $4.95

**CD THE CLIFF ADAMS SINGERS ON BROADWAY** The Cliff Adams Singers adapt exquisite arrangements representing some of Broadway’s most beloved melodies. Twenty tracks include their renditions of Put on a Happy Face; The Surrey with the Fringe on Top; Oh What a Beautiful Morning; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $25.99. Sepia. Item #592300X. $4.95

**CD RIO BRAVO: Western and Other TV Themes** Relive your favorite western hits and Other Movie & TV Themes masterpieces, including the talents of Mary Martin. The joy continues with seven tracks from When in Rome. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. Sepia. Item #5923190. $9.95

**CD BROADWAY SONGS, HITS & SHOWSTOPPERS 1927-1957** Nearly 100 golden age Broadway hits—featuring their original performers! Includes unforgettable musical numbers from Show Boat; Guys and Dolls; Kiss Me Kate; and Bel Life Quality, have since become quite hard to find. Includes seven songs from Wonderful Town; sixteen songs from Lock Up Your Daughters; and six songs from When in Rome. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. Sepia. Item #5923459. $9.95

**CD PINOCCHIO** Collects 14 tracks from the NBC Television musical spectacular starring Mickey Rooney and Frank Allison, joined by 14 bonus tracks featuring Rooney and Frank singing solo in Yankee Doodle Boy; Give My Regards to Broadway; a duet with Peter Cottontail; All in the Golden Afternoon; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5958941. $4.95

**CD RAYMOND SCOTT: The Rock ‘n Roll Symphony** On CD for the first time, this rare orchestral album from 1958 features the legendary Hollywood composer conducting 24 iconic songs, some of them in two alternate performances: How High the Moon; Orchids in the Moonlight; What Is This Thing Called Love; Deep Purple; Somewhere Over the Rainbow; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. Sepia. Item #5953693. $6.95

**CD NOEL COWARD: The Revue and War Years 1928-1952** Playwright, songwriter, actor, singer, director, and cabaret artist, Noel Coward was a jack of all trades, and this set reveals why. Drawn from over 20 years, 73 sides capture four phases of his historic career: Early Days; Established Star; London Pride; and A Changing World. Includes many of Coward’s most beloved ballads, musical numbers, medleys and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. Sepia. Item #5943205. $21.95

**CD MITZI GAYNOR SINGS THE LYRICS OF IRA GERSHWIN** What happens when you bring together a talented musical star and a legendary lyricist? One CD packed with 14 mesmerizing performances! Gaynor interprets 14 songs like Soon; Spring Again; Here’s What I’m Here For; Band in the West Indies; and That Certain Feeling, plus two bonus tracks. Flare Records. Item #5605557. $5.95

**CD DON COSTA: The Theme from The Unsung/Hollywood Premiere! Don Costa and His Orchestra interpret classic movie themes in two collections. The Theme From The Unsung appears 12 tracks, drawn from films like An Affair to Remember and From Here to Eternity. Hollywood Premiere! presents 12 more, including classics from Hatik, Mutiny on the Bounty; Lolita; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5658895. $9.95

**CD JULIE WILSON ON LONDON...WITH FRIENDS** Wilson joins fellow vocal greats to perform classic numbers from musicals like South Pacific; Kiss Me Kate; and Bel Life Quality. Includes favorites like Sit Down You’re Rocking the Boat; Wunderbar; Born on Your Shakespeare; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #6620682. $5.95

**CD MARY MARTIN: Cinderella/Three to Make Music** One magnificent CD assembles the show tunes of multiple productions, all boasting the talents of Mary Martin. The first six tracks come from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s masterpiece, Cinderella. The next eight are drawn from Three to Make Music, Wrapping things up are 18 tracks from A Musical Love Story, in which Martin performs two medleys of timeless love songs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5854965. $4.95

**CD MARILYN & RAYMOND SCOTT: The Rock ‘n Roll Symphony Reloaded** Ten tracks from the original CD with additional bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5900180. $9.95

**CD HAZEL FLAGG** Based on James Steine’s 1937 novel Nothing Sacred, Hazel Flag is one of several musicals that ushered in a Broadway era. Julie Stone’s songwriting brilliance is showcased here, performed by stars Helen Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay Venuta, and John Howard. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5900387. $9.95

**CD APRIL LOVE** Drawn from the soundtrack from the musical movie starring Pat Boone and Shirley Jones, here are 16 unforgettable heartwarming musical numbers that continues with seven tracks from the Tommy and the Bachelor soundtrack, featuring Debbie Reynolds and Ann B. Davis. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5900220. $6.95

**CD IN THE BROADWAY MOOD!** Bring the glitz and glamor of musical theater into your home with 16 show tunes, adapted as lovely background music. Includes beloved Broadway treasures like Everything’s Coming Up Roses; Put on a Happy Face; Tonight; I’ve Never Been in Love Before; Dancing on the Ceiling; and more. Acrobate. Pub. at $11.99. Item #5708214. $4.95

**CD ARABIAN NIGHTS** The original cast recording of the musical extravaganza starring Helena Scott, Ralph Herbert, Hope Holiday, and William Chapman. The show’s biggest numbers are here, including Aladdin; Thousand and One Nights; Hall to the Sultan; and The Hero of All My Dreams. Added bonus tracks offer renditions of the show’s tunes by Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5805341. $9.95

**CD INSIDE U.S.A./THE BAND WAGON** Featuring the voices of Beatrice Lillie and Jack Haley, members of the original Broadway cast, 14 tracks comprise the best of Inside A.U.S.A., including the hit ballad Haunted Heart. Ten, more tracks are drawn from the musical revue The Band Wagon, featuring Fred Astaire, George Britton, Nanette Fabray and others. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. Item #5900417. $9.95
**Classical - Opera**

**CD** MOZART: *Eine Kleine Nachtmusik* Bruno Walter conducts the Columbia Symphony Orchestra in two CDs of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart symphonies: Symphony No. 25 in G major, K.183; Symphony No.35 in D major, K.385; "Haffner," Symphony No. 38 in D major, K.504; "Prague," K. 550; and more. Neil Nowak music. Item #6635245 $5.95

**CD** J. STRAUSS: *Die Fledermaus* Regarded as J. Strauss' greatest operetta, this classic recording features Hilde Gueden as Rosalinde, Anton Dermota as Alfred, Julius Patzak as Eisenstein, and Wilma Lipp as Adele. Clemens Krauss conducts the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra and the Vienna State Opera Chorus in this 1953 studio recording. Allegro. Item #696639X $9.95

**CD** BLOCH: *Music for Violin and Piano* Combining musical forms of the past with 20th century techniques which reflect Jewish cultural and liturgical themes, Bloch's piano and violin works include Violin Sonata No.1; Abodah; Melody; Suite No.1 in G minor; and Three Pictures of Chassidic Life. With Mario Paluzio piano. Brilliant Classics. Item #6832105 $5.95

**CD** BEETHOVEN: *Leonore* This rarely performed opera in three acts features Eduard Mosher as Leonore; Richard Cassilly as Fiorello; Theod Adams as Don Pizarro; and Helen Donath as Marzeline. With Rundfunkchor Leipzig and Staatskapelle Dresden. Herbert Blomstedt conductor. Brilliant Classics. Item #6832102 $7.95

**CD** SERGEI RACHMANINOV: Symphony No.3/ Chanson Georgienne Maurice Abravanel conducts the Utah Symphony Orchestra in two works by Sergei Rachmaninov: Symphony No. 3 in A minor, Op. 14; and Chanson Georgienne. Op. 4, No. 4. On the back of this Disc CD is a DVD. Item #6950706 $7.95

**CD** GIOACCHINO ROSSINI: II Barbiere di Siviglia Recorded live in Milan in 1964, the Orchestra & Chorus of La Scala (Gabrielle Santini conducting) performs Rossini's opera, featuring performers Sesto Bruscantini as Figaro; Fiorenza Cossotto as Rossina; and Luigi Alva as Count Almaviva. Included on the back of this Disc CD is a DVD. Item #6832113 $4.95


**CD** E. PROKOFIEF: Symphonies No.1 & No.5/Romeo & Juliet Excerpts/Piano Concerto No.3 Contains: Symphony No. 1 in D major, Op. 25 "Classical"; Symphony No. 5 in B-flat major, Op. 101; Romeo & Juliet, Excerpts from Suites 1 & 2; and Piano Concerto No. 3 in C major, Op. 26. Performed by The Cleveland Orchestra, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Two CDs. Telarc. Item #683776X $11.95

**CD** BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1, 2, 3, 'Eroica' & 8 Sawallisch conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in four Beethoven symphonies on two CDs. EMI Records Limited. Item #6745571 $3.95

**CD** SCHUBERT: *Sonata Volume IX* Performed by harpsichordist Peter-Jan Belder, who took seven years to record all of Schuberti's 555 sonatas for keyboard, this collection is the ninth volume and contains the sonatas Nos. 372-409. Over three hours of music on 3 CDs. Brilliant Classics. Item #6745571 $11.95


**CD** SCHUMANN: *Piano Music* This collection features pieces by Schumann for piano solo. Included in this recording are: Kreisleriana Op.16; In My Life Op.21; and more. With Luigi Melzi on piano. Brilliant Classics. Item #6950183 $5.95

**CD** ALBINI: *Musica Sacra* This collection is made up of four sacred works by Albinoni. Pange Lingua; Misra Pri ma; Testamento Spirituale; and Preghiera. With the Coro della Facoltà di Musica, Cremona with Ingrid Pustijanic director. Albo 19.155ermonde e Il Giardino della Mus. Brilliant Classics. Item #6745571 $5.95

**CD** MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 3 Fullscore. Conductor Christoph von Dohnanyi leads the Wiener Philharmoniker with Rudolf Buchbinder on piano, for three compositions in these 1977 performances: Beethoven's symphonies Nos. 1, 3, and Mendelssohn's Symphony No.3 in A Minor "Scottish". Brilliant Classics. Item #6653006 $7.95

**CD** Tchaikovsky: Symphony No.4 Ergi Tchaykovskaya conducts the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra through Tchikovsky's Symphony No. 4 in F Minor. Op. 64 in three movements: Andante Sostenuto, Moderato con Anima; Andante in Modo di Cantone; Pizzicato Ostinato; and Allegro con Fuoco. Item #6832172 $4.95

On the back of this DualDisc is a DVD. Silverline. Item #6650132 $5.95

---

**Classical - Opera**

**CD** PROKOFIEV: *Symphonies No.1 & Opus 100; Romeo & Juliet, Excerpts* Contains: Symphony No. 1 in D, Op. 25; *Sonatas for Cello & Piano* Cello Sonata No.1; Abodah; Suite No.1 & 2; Piano Concerto No.3 in C, Op. 26. Performed by The Cleveland Orchestra, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Two CDs. Telarc. Item #683776X $11.95

**CD** LEONARD BERNSTEIN: Symphony No. 5 Live recording conducted by Leonard Bernstein in Vienna, 1959. Full score. Item #6832172 $6.95

**CD** CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: *Symphony No.4* with 'Petite Suite' and 'Rondo' Conducted by Bruno Maderna. EMI Records Limited. Item #6745571 $4.95

**CD** ALBINI: *Musica Sacra* This collection is made up of four sacred works by Albinoni. Pange Lingua; Misra Pri ma; Testamento Spirituale; and Preghiera. With the Coro della Facoltà di Musica, Cremona with Ingrid Pustijanic director. Albo 19.155ermonde e Il Giardino della Mus. Brilliant Classics. Item #6950183 $5.95

**CD** MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 3 Fullscore. Conductor Christoph von Dohnanyi leads the Wiener Philharmoniker with Rudolf Buchbinder on piano, for three compositions in these 1977 performances: Beethoven's symphonies Nos. 1, 3, and Mendelssohn's Symphony No.3 in A Minor "Scottish". Brilliant Classics. Item #6653006 $7.95

**CD** TCHAikOVSKY: Symphony No.4 Sergiu Comissiona conducts the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra through Tchikovsky's Symphony No. 4 in F Minor. Op. 64 in three movements: Andante Sostenuto, Moderato con Anima; Andante in Modo di Cantone; Pizzicato Ostinato; and Allegro con Fuoco. Item #6832172 $4.95

On the back of this DualDisc is a DVD. Silverline. Item #6650132 $5.95

---
**Classical - Opera**

**DVD PIERRE BOULEZ: Juxtapositions 6**
Two musical documentaries: the first examines on Eclat, a study of resonance written for 15 instruments by Pierre Boulez in 1965. The piece is performed by the Netherlands’ Nieuw Ensemble, Ed Spanjard conducting. In A Lesson by Pierre Boulez, the composer explains the hidden architecture of Sur Incises, one of his most recent works, 142 minutes. Ideal Audience. 

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD CLASSICS RECONDUCTED**
 journey through the elevation of classical music with 12 tracks that remix compositions by masters like Schubert, Pachelbel, Tchaikovsky and Mozart. Contemporary artists offer their modern takes on Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy; Moonlight Sonata; Symphonia Fantastique, Op. 74; Fur Elise; and more. Music Brokers.

**$2.95**

**DVD PIERRE BOULEZ CONDUCTS MODERN CLASSICS**
Widescreen. Boulez conducts the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and soprano Christine Schalter in three classical compositions. Includes excerpts from Berg’s Lulu-Suite, plus Debussy’s Le Jet d’eau and 3 Ballades de Francois Villon; and Stravinsky’s L’Oiseau de feu. 91 minutes. EuroArts.

**$3.95**

**DVD LEGATO: The World of the Piano**
Widescreen. Highlighting a recent renaissance in piano, this program collects some of today’s most fascinating musicians, showcasing their individual approaches, their fresh ideas, and their music. Includes performances of pieces by Couperin, Rameau, Busoni, Saariaho, Chopin, Albeniz, and others. 105 minutes. EuroArts.

**$7.95**

**CD C.P.E. BACH: Oden/Sacred Songs**
Included in this release are: Die Ehe aus Natur; Befruchtung des Todes; Die Zufriedenheit in Gott; Frühung am Abend; Osterlied; Der 8. Psalm; Der 23. Psalm; Song of Songs; Das Lamento des Todes; Die Zufriedenheit in Gott; Prufung am Abend; Osterlied; Das Lamento; and many more. With Julian Redlin, bass and John Boyes, harpsichord. Brilliant Classics.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**Classical - Opera**

**CD JUSSI BJORLING: Copenhagen Concert October 15, 1959**
The incomparable tenor sings a glorious program of Romantic art songs in German by Brahms, Schubert, Liszt, Wolf and Strauss, as well as sensuous Nordic songs in Swedish and Norwegian by Grieg, Sibelius, Alven, and more. 142 minutes. Ideal Audience.

**$12.95**

**CD ROMANTIC BALLET**
Great 20th-century choreographers draw on diverse musical sources in this luminous collection: Sir Frederick Ashton appropriates Mendelssohn’s incidental music for A Midsummer Night’s Dream; John Cranko, abetted by Sir Charles Mackerras, cherry-picks from the early operas of Verdi and more. Two CDs. EMI Records Limited.

**$4.95**

**CD MUSIC OF SZYMANOWSKI**

**$3.95**

**CD BACKHAUS: Beethoven/Grieg/Chopin/Brahms**
The German pianist performs a variety of breathtaking classical pieces across four CDs, including concertos, sonatas, and much more. Featuring the Wiener Philharmoniker and the New Symphony Orchestra, these 1950s recordings include compositions by four classical masters. Membran.

**$7.95**

**CD BRITTEN: The Rape of Lucretia**
Benjamin Britten’s opera in two acts and four tableaux is performed by Michael Tippett, on five CDs. The centerpiece is Spring Symphony, an exuberant yet thoughtful masterpiece of Britten’s early maturity. EMI Records Limited.

**$14.95**

**CD THE BEST OF C.P.E. BACH**
Kammerorchester C.P.E. Bach, Musica Poetica, Rheinische Kantorei, Das Klein Konzert, Scottish Ensemble and other orchestras offer their interpretation of the greatest works by this versatile composer—symphonies, concertos, sonatas, and more. 20 tracks across two CDs. Brilliant Classics.

**$7.95**

**CD SIBELIUS: Complete Symphonic Poems**
Led by Vassily Sinaisky, the Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra interprets Jean Sibelius’s masterful symphonic poems in a sparkling program of Finnish romantic composition. Includes Lemminkainen and the Maidens of the Fountain; Finlandia Op.26; The Bard Op.64; Spring Song Op.16; and much more across two CDs. Brilliant Classics.

**$11.95**

**CD MICHAEL MURRAY: Bach/Los Angeles**
Playing the organs at First Congregational Church, Los Angeles, Michael Murray interprets four evocative Bach compositions: Toccata and Fuge in D Minor, BWV 565; Concerto No. 2 in A Minor BWV; Prelude and Fugue in B Minor, BWV 544; and Prelude and Fugue in D Major, BWV 532. Telarc.

**$3.95**

**CD BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique**
Presented with the Symphonie Fantastique, Op. 14 in five movements: Dreams, Passions; A Ball; Scene in the Country; March to the Scaffold; and Dreams of the Witches’ Sabbath. Also includes the Love Scene from Romeo and Juliet. Featuring the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Paavo Järvi conducting. Telarc.

**$3.95**

**CD BRUNO WALTER**
Four CDs highlight the work of this respected conductor. He leads the Wiener Philharmoniker, New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Paris Conservatoire Orchestra, and NBC Symphony Orchestra in symphonies, overtures and more by Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, and Mahler. Membran.

**$5.95**

**CD NUI: Transcriptions**
Born in 1997, Niu has been thrilling audiences, with his astonishing command of the Romantic piano repertoire since he was just nine years old. Here he presents an enthralling selection of transcriptions by one of the most famous and influential pianists of the 19th century, Franz Liszt. Warner Music Group.

**$7.95**

---

**$3.95**

**$7.95**

**$7.95**

**$3.95**

**$7.95**

**$5.95**

**$7.95**
**Classical - Opera**

**CD SCHUMANN: Lieder**

**CD MICHAEL NYMAN: British Composers**
Presents two compelling examples of Nyman’s writing for string quartet: the String Quartet No. 4 (Camilli Quartet) and the single-movement 3 Quartets (the Michael Nyman band), where the ensemble is complemented by the addition of saxophone and brass quartets. Item # 657461X, $2.95

**CD W.F. BACH CANTATAS**
Four cantatas of Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710-1784), performed by Barbara Schlicher (Soprano), Claudia Schubert (Alto), Wifried Jochens (Tenor), and Stephan Schreckenberg (Bass). Item # 657461X, $2.95

**DVD HAGEN QUARTET**
One of the leading string quartets performing today is featured in a pair of concerts. First up is a 1997 performance in Austria, interpreting Schubert’s String Quartet D minor “Death and the Maiden”. Then, a 2000 Salzberg concert features Pavel’s String Quartet in F Major. Item # 6652743, $5.95

**CD TCHAIKOVSKY/BARTOK: Violin Concertos**
Valery Sokolov is on violin, joining David Zinnman’s Tonhalle-Orchester Zurich in two concertos: Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto Op.35 and Bela Bartok’s Violin Concerto No.2 Sz. 112. EMI Records Limited. Item # 674962, $3.95

**CD FRENCH ORCHESTRAL MINIATURES, VOL. 2**
Conductor Douglas Bostock leads the Chamber Philharmonic of Bohemia in performances of works by 19th- and 20th-century French masters including Gabriel Fauré, Vincent d’Indy, Gabriel Pierre, Joseph Gaymard, and many more in over four hours of music. Item # 6748581, $3.95

**CD CARISSIMI: Complete Motets of Arion Romanus**
Three CD set presents 98 Motets which were published under the title Arion Romanus. The Motets are of a varied structure, in which dramatic recitatives, arias and madrigals alternate. Item # 6748581, $3.95

**DVD BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 8**
Fullscreen, Carlo Maria Giulini leads the World Philharmonic Orchestra in a performance of Bruckner’s Symphony No. 8 in C Minor, presented live at the Konserthuset, Stockholm, in December, 1985. 94 minutes. Item # 6552638, $5.95

**CD SIR THOMAS BEECHAM: Masterclass I**
In recordings from the 1930s to the 1950s, Beecham conducts the London Philharmonic Orchestra, the RCA Victor Orchestra, the Columbia Symphony Orchestra and many other renowned ensembles in performances of operatic and Berlio, Schubert, Puccini, Bizet, classical masterpieces by Mozart and others. Item # 6840505, $2.95

**CD FRENCH ORCHESTRAL MINIATURES, VOL. 2**
Conductor Douglas Bostock leads the Chamber Philharmonic of Bohemia in performances of works by 19th- and 20th-century French masters including Gabriel Fauré, Vincent d’Indy, Gabriel Pierre, Joseph Guymard, and many more in over four hours of music. Item # 6570143, $5.95

**CD WERNER FEURER: Complete String Quartets**
Group Seicentonovecento, and conducted by Flavio Colusso. Item # 6579521, $3.95

**CD VERNON HANDLEY: Icon**
Vernon Handley conducts the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Halle Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra, and Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra for a five-CD compilation of classical works. Experience Handley’s mastery of pieces by Elgar, Vaughan Williams, and Bruckner. Item # 6746047, $7.95

**CD GEORGES CARRASSE: Complete String Quartets**
Lammermoor; and much more. Item # 6745962, $3.95

**CD VERNON HANDLEY: Icon**
Vernon Handley conducts the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Halle Orchestra, London Philharmonic Orchestra, and Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra for a five-CD compilation of classical works. Experience Handley’s mastery of pieces by Elgar, Vaughan Williams, and Bruckner. Item # 6746047, $7.95

**CD BEETHOVEN: Complete Piano Sonatas**
Pianist Heriberto Prezado. Item # 6748581, $3.95

**CD PROKOFIEV: Complete String Quartets**

**CD IDYLLS FOR OBOE, CLARINET AND PIANO**
Highlights a collection of significant and little-known chamber music for this uncommon trio combination and features two world premiere recordings– Ave Mari Stella and Idylls. Item # 6846792, $3.95

**CD THE TORONTO CONSORT: The Italian Queen of France**
Then, a 2000 Salzberg concert features Ravel’s String Quartet across 10 stunning CDs. Item # 6749577, $11.95

**CD WILHELM BACKHAUS PLAYS BEETHOVEN**
Internationally recognized and celebrated as an outstanding authority for classical-romantic piano music, Wilhelm Backhaus is featured in a range of recordings from the 1950s and 1960s. Item # 6771906, $6.95

**CD GEORGE GREELEY: The Most Beautiful Music of Hawaii/Piano Italiano**
Two Greeley collections on one CD. He joins the Warner Bros. Orchestra and the Outrigger for The Most Beautiful Music of Hawaii, featuring 10 popular piano concertos of great love themes on Piano Italiano, from the jaunty Volare to the nostalgic Arrivederci Roma. Item # 682118X, $3.95
Classical - Opera

**CD BERG: Violin Concerto**
Featuring performances by Frank Peter Zimmermann (violin), Arleen Auger (soprano), Peter Donohoe (piano) and others, this two-CD set illuminates the ravishing lyricism of Alban Berg’s compositions: Violin Concerto; Lulu-Suite; Piano Sonata Op.1; Sieben Frühe Lieder; and more. EMI Records Limited.

Item #674558X
$14.95

**CD HECTOR BERLIOZ**
Some of Berlioz’s greatest pieces are brought together in one collection, performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, the Grand Orchestre de Radio Paris, and the NBC Symphony Orchestra, with conductors Sir Alexander Gibson, Sir Charles Mackerras, Jean Fournet, and Arturo Toscanini. Includes overtures, symphonies, requiems and more. Four CDs. Membran.

Item #6632629
$5.95

**CD PHILIPPE JAROUSKY: Popora Arias**
Andrea Marcon conducts the Venice Baroque Orchestra with special guest Cecilia Bartolotti to back Philippe Jaroussky in performances of 11 Nicola Porpora arias, drawn from Polifemo; Mitridate; Orfeo; Poliuto; Mitridate; Orfeo; and more. Warner Music Group.

Item #6745768
$2.95

**CD ELEMENTS: Dance of the Deep**
The Nutcracker sets the tempo for an underwater visual extravaganza with this CD and DVD combo. The CD includes 11 tracks from the cherished ballet, while the DVD joins those timeless themes with the stunning visuals of underwater wildlife. 50 minutes. BCI Eclipse.

Item #5967910
$2.95

**DVD BERLIOZ—THE STORY OF THE SYMPHONY: Sounds Magnificent**
In Paris, on September 11, 1827, the composer Hector Berlioz fell madly in love with an Irish actress, Harriet Smithson. The intensity of his infatuation became inextricably tangled with a symphony he was to compose, a composition that broke new ground with the lavish virtuosity of its orchestration. Here Prévost and The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra perform the piece. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment.

Item #4542843
$7.95

**Blu-ray NEW YEAR’S CONCERT 2012**
A trio of master vocalists ring in the New Year with this live program at the Teatro La Fenice. Conducted by Diego Matheuz, they perform timeless operatic pieces by Tchaikovsky, Verdi, Bizet, Bellini, Rossini, Mozart, Mascagni, Donizetti, and Ponchielli. 105 minutes. Arthaus Musik.

Item #6654116
$3.95

**DVD LEAVING HOME, VOLUME 5: Orchestral Music in the 20th Century**
In this episode of the BAFTA-winning program, Sir Simon Rattle considers the music of a young American nation, considering genres like jazz and country, and influences like German Expressionism. Along the way, he conducts the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra in excerpts by Gershwin, Copland, Bernstein and more. 50 minutes. Arthaus Musik.

Item #6635385
$3.95

**CD JOHANNES BRAHMS: A Portrait**
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Wiener Philharmoniker, the Orchestre de Festival Lucerne, and others feature solo performers like Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and conductors like Serge Koussevitzky in four CDs of sweeping Brahms music: choral pieces, symphonies, concertos, sonatas and quartet compositions. Membran.

Item #661637X
$6.95

**CD ROBERT STOLZ**
Stolz conducts his own orchestra and the Berliner Symphoniker in a broad selection of classical masterworks. Disc One features pieces by J. Strauss Jr., Offenbach, Liszt, Martini, Schubert and more. Disc Two presents a large selection of Stolz’s own pieces; Disc Three presents more J. Strauss Jr. compositions, and Disc Four blends J. Strauss Jr. with work by Stolz, Spohr, Kotscheser, and others. Membran.

Item #6632718
$7.95

**DVD ARTEMIS QUARTET: Strings Attached**
This documentary offers an exploration of the dynamics of a string quartet, with a special focus on one of the most ambitious and enigmatic quartet pieces ever written, Beethoven’s Great Fugue. Following is a 2001 filmed recital in Paris, featuring the Artemis Quartet performing compositions by Beethoven, 112 minutes. EuroArts.

Item #6652492
$7.95

**Blu-ray WAR REQUIEM**
Widescreen. The City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, joined by the CBSO Chorus and CBSO Youth Chorus, gives an anniversary performance of Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem in Coventry Cathedral 50 years after its historic premiere. Andris Nelsons conducts, and featured performers include Erin Wall (soprano), Mark Padmore (tenor), and Hanno Muller-Brachmann (baritone). 97 minutes. Arthaus Musik.

Item #6654747
$11.95

**DVD PENDERECKI: A CELEBRATION**
From the Alte Oper Frankfurt, one of Europe’s most prestigious concert venues, Polish composer Krzysztof Penderecki conducts the Sinfonietta Cracovia in four of his works. Also featured is his acclaimed Quartet for Clarinet and Strings, specially staged under studio conditions. 100 minutes. Image Entertainment.

Item #5965756
$5.95

**CD BARBARA HENDRICKS: Opera Arias**
Ten scenes and arias—many of roles Hendricks has never sung onstage—prove that her natural sensitivity to words and music produces rich rewards. The soprano performs from Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin; Straivinsky’s The Rake’s Progress; Puccini’s Madama Butterfly; Bizet’s Carmen and more. EMI Records Limited.

Item #6745539
$6.95

**CD ENRICO MAINARDI: The Cellist”**
The renowned cellist gets a significant 10-CD tribute. Collecting the most important recordings from throughout his legacy, it includes his early recording of Don Quixote under the direction of composer Richard Strauss, as well as his takes on masterworks by Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Debussy, Schubert, Pizzetti, and others. Intense.

Item #6791103
$24.95

**CD SIMON RATTLE: The Second Viennese School**
Sir Simon Rattle conducts the Berliner Philharmoniker and the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra for five CDs of symphonies, quartets, concertos and more by Schoenberg, Webern, Berg and Brahms. With vocal performances by Arleen Auger, Anne Sofie von Otter, Philip Langridge, and others. EMI Records Limited.

Item #674592X
$14.95